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CITY
EDITION
15c

'Three Youths Arrested
After Officer is Shot

A

Snipers Take Shots
At Officers In Cars
Memphis police announced
Ferguson triggered the sniping
on Monday morning the arincidents.
rest of three men as suspects
The Ferguson case was set
in the sniper wounding of a
for the 1:30 docket in City
patrolman in the South MemCourt on Monday, but after
phis area on Saturday night,
conferring with his client, Atty.
when sporadic shooting flared
Russell X. Thompson had
in that area.
Judge Bernie Weinman reset
Ben Heard
Arrested were
the case for Saturday, Sept. 7,
Berry of 17 East Farrow, Apt.
at 9 a.m. Bond for John Fer1, and Womacks Stevenson of
258 Silver Age, both 18: and guson was set at $2,000.
John Gary Williams, 23. of
Reginald Ferguson, a brother
1995 Philsar, Apt. 3.
of John Ferguson. was also
The victim was Patrolman arrested over the weekend and
R. J. Waddell, 23, who was charged with disorderly conshot in the right leg, just be- duct.
•
fore the knew while riding He, Frank Gerald, Jr., and
he captured a burglar in in Squad Car 158 with Lieut. Willie Finney were arrested
CLEARED IN GOOF-UP —
from left, were Mrs. caras a delegate to the DemoE. Jordan. Mrs. Sexton is
GOING TO CHICAGO —
his home. The suspect had J. D. Moore.
Rev. Elisha Nelson, right,
after they went to President's
nelia Crenshaw. Mrs. Alma
cratic National Convention
president of the Kennedy
Mrs. Katie Sexton, center,
made off with a television
is seen here with his lawImmediately after the shotit- Island with a man identified
Morris, Rev. M. Sexton,
Democrat Organiza tion
in Chicago. Accompanying
waves goodbye just before
preparing ing, a call was put out for as Isaac Munn and legedly
set and was
yer, Atty. W. Otis Higgs,
her husband, and Dr. John
Mrs. Sexton to the airport,
(Withers Photo)
boarding a jet to Chicago
himself a meal when Rev. green sport car in which the demanded that a gate be taken
following dismissal of
Nelson came home unex- suspects were believed to have down that was causing Munn
carrying a pistol and shootpectedly. (Hooks Brothers been riding. After the shooting to drive three extra miles each
ing inside city chargespiace
Phoo)
.against the minister after
the rumor circulated
that day to get to his home.
Patrolman Waddell was the Witnesses said the trio came
lofficer who shot and killed a to Presidents' Island and identiyouth accused of looting a store fied themselves as members
last spring,but this was false. of a black power group, stated
Homicide Capt. R. A. Coch- the lock would be taken off the
Mrs. Pearl M. Crawford was, written by Mrs. Crawford to church reception room where
ran did not reveal informa- gate before they left, and then
an
enoratl
presented
she
was
home
previous
superintendentl
the
reluctant to leave her
tion linking the trio to the tried to force it off before leav339 N. Dunlap last Thursday before she retired. Because of mous birthday cake by State
Project, a pro- Davis were absent. The two shooting of the officer last ing in a pick-up truck,
Turnkey
The
Representative-elect
Alvin
M.
Mrst
an
earlier
engagement,
niece,
Mr.
her
evening with
Saturday night, but said they This was denied by all three
posed rent-supplement housing are delegates to the Democra- were being held
Pearl Evans, and a grand- Stimbert could not remain for King and T. J. Marzette, dion charges defendants. Mann, whom
e
bran
,.of
the..
the
kiern,phis
program.
constructed
in
to
be
Evans.
complex
P.
Miss
Dorothy
niece,
tic National Convention.
of assault to murder.
they say they went to the isof
Mammoth
Life
Insurance
is
causThe
Frayser
section
program iiiel
—tided— a
the
It was not quite dark, but
Rev. James Netters said, The shootings in the area land to assist in moving, did
ing many "city hall politiMrs. Crawford felt that it was reading ,by Mrs. Lillian Jones, Company.
cians" to do some deep soul "Memphis needs the housing began shortly after John Fen not appear in court. He did
near her bedtime. After all, vocal solos by Michael Tomp- Serving refreshments coursearching.
she had just turned 100 that kins and Mrs. Evelyn Iles, tesy of the Carnation Milk
project mainly because we guson„a member of the mili- tell witnesses, however, that
he had not requested that the
piano
solos
by
Mrs.
arrived
Cora
I.
had
not
she
need
day, and
the (federal) funds." tant group, the Invaders, had
Company was Mrs. Lola RowThe proponents of the prothree
been
come and intercede about
arrested
for
disorderly
at the century mark by keep- Reid and Miss Gale Jones, the land, consultant for the firm,
ject include the Memphis Hous- While many of the white Fray- gfinduct after he
the locked gate,
reportedly
reading
of a
ser
biographical also a former student of Mrs.
ing late hours.
residents
complain
that
ing Authority, the Alcy Road
pointed
a
rea listic-looking Fines of $50 and costs
But she finally gave in, and sketch of Mrs. Crawford — Crawford.
were
Homeowners Association, the the project will create another
rifle at a white motorist and meted
before the evening was over LeMoyne College's oldest liv- Mrs. Crawford was in the
R e ginald
United ghetto, Rev. Netters said. "the
Ferguson,
NAACP, the Black
a
young boy. The gun was Gerald and Finney.
she admitted she was happy ing alumnus — by Robert M. teaching
profession for 50 TO BE HONORED — Appre- Front and many black and main issue is receiving funds
Finney
brought into court on Monday told ,the court that
and not the location."
Ratcliffe, public relations di- years before her retirement in ciation Day Services will bel white community leaders.
she had changed her mind.
he went
and
did
not
resemble a toy. along only as a member of
For while she was trying to rector for the college, and 1941. She toured Europe as a held on the entire Sunday,
the
Attorney Edgar Gillock is He continued, ''the council
decide whether to go or not, comments by Miss Jim Ella soloist with the Fisk Jubiliee September I, for Rev. and
Capt.
Cochran
said there was, Neighborhood Youth OrganizeFrayser resirepresenting
the
SEE RAGE 2
no evidence that the arrest of tion.
a group of her former stu- Cotton, former co-worker of Singers and made command Mrs. Nathaniel Frison by memdents opposed to the 43 - acre,
dents, co-workers of yester- Mrs. Crawford, who retired as performances before many ro- bers of the congregation of $4.7 million project. Gillock:
-First Baptist Church, First
year, church members and an elementary school super- yal families.
along with George Petkoff,
well-wishers were waiting for visor last spring.
An ative of Huntsville, Ala., Street. Guest churches will be and James H. Bostick have
Street,
Kansas
Grove,
Shady
her to arrive for a program
A beautiful orchid corsage where she was born August 22
filed a suit in Circuit Court in
and reception in her honor at was pinned on Mrs. Crawford 1868, Mr. Crawford was brought Lewis Street Baptist Churches behalf of Ed Wilson, Billy D.
the Alcy Seventh Day Adven- by Mrs. Jeraldine Taylor, and to Memphis by her young par- and Shiloh Baptist, Gaither st. McFarland, L a rry
McKee,
a plaque on behalf of the Alcy ents, and reared by an aunt
tist Church.
Mrs. L. A. Wienert Donald
On hand to greet and con- Seventh Day Adventist Chrrch and uncle after her monthW. Starnes, and Mrs. Robert
gratulate Mrs. Crawford on her presented to Mrs. Crawford by er and father died during the
Fortune against the DeSoto
arrival at the church was Su- McCann L. Reid, chairman of yellow fever epidemic.
Construction Co., and P-erry
perintendent of City Schools the affair.
The home in which she lives
M. Pipkins chairman of the
E. C. Stimbert, who had un- Follwing the program, Mrs. on Dunlap was bought hy her
Board of Adjustment.
covered some amusing letters Crawford was ushered to the uncle, Mrs. Crawford said.
The City Council again postThe Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, nounced Mayor Daley's or. Operation B r eadbasket for
poned voting on the project
national director of Operation dering of some 5,000 National 1"continuing the ideals set by
this week. Two of the councilBreadbasket, Saturday de-' Guard troops to Chicago during Dr. King," and said he believes
men. J. 0. Patterson and Fred
the Democratic National Con- 1in the purpose and goals of the
_____
The officers of tile Urban
vention, and likened the order organization.
to the Russian invasion of He also said "we must end
League at the corner of Beale
Czechoslovakia.
and S. Lauderdale were dam, this tragic war now, and conaged by fire late Monday afterSpeaking to some 4,000 per- centrate our efforts toward
noon after an air conditioner
sons attending the weekly meet- healing the division in our
in the office of Rev. J. A.
ing of Operation Breadbasket, society and put an end to all
By RICK TAYLOR
terrupted by a sudden pain in McDaniel, executive director,
the injustices."
Rev. Jackson said:
his legs that left his face in an caught fire and damaged two
A 20 year old Memphis Mainto
marching
"These troops
Belafonte told the cheering
agony of terrible distortion. floors of the building.
rine critically wounded in the
When I asked if there was The fire was reported just LeMoyne-Owen College stu- Freshmen registered Wednes- ,Chicago are just like the Rus- audience that he is doing real
Czechoslo- work in civil rights, which he
_...Yiet Nam War continued to
anything I could do. he replied before press time, and an as- dents are registering this week day. Sophomores will register sians marching into
only difference is termed the work of "resurrecshow signs of steady improvethere was nothing anyone could sessment of the damage had in preparation for first classes Thursday morning and juniors vakia; the
ment at the Millington Naval
Thursday afternoon. Seniors that these troops came from tion."
do. Private Conyers told me not been made. It was how- Tuesday, September 3.
"I have traveled across the
Cicero and not from Russia."
Hospital. Marine Pfc Willie
that the effects of the anesthet- ever, more than $2,000 damage An enrollment of about 800 will register Friday morning
country and I can say that the
Conyers, son of Mr. and Mrs.
were
unclassified
sentiments
Echoing
his
transfer
and
t
and
is
expected.
ics usually wear off in about caused by the blaze.
Edward Moore of 382 Maggie
students will be enrolled Fri- singer Harry Belafonte, and destiny of the world is in its
half an hour and that he has An organization was meet-:
Sen. ability to repair all the wrongs.
Drive was felled by mortar
candidate
presidential
day afternoon.
to wait three and a half hours ing in the building at the time,
S. Dak.) "In America, the only ones
McGovern,
(D.
George
fire in an operation near the
for another shot. In the interim and became aware of the fire
A two-day conference for both of whom spoke to the who can do this are black
DMZ on July 17. The extent
his existence becomes a night- when s o m eone
m e mbers was crowd briefly.
' faculty-staff
people.
discovered
of Conyers' wounds are multimare of pain characterized by that periodic explosions were
held Monday and Tuesday of
"There is no better way to
ple and complex sharpnel fragmeeting
in
the
speaking
Also
moans and screams. "It's like caused by overheated windows
repair than to deal with those
this week. The group was adlegs
ments imbedded in both
John L. Con- who administer the destiny of
this all day and night long," popping out.
dressed by Dr. Hollis F. Price, was Congressman
and feet.
Detroit, who outlined America."
he said.
, president, and Dr. Charles L yers of
In addition to the damage
of a newly formed Na- Referring to the troops in
Because of Private Conyers'
Dinkins, development officer goals
Still very much in pain, Pri- caused by the blaze, the office I
Committee of Inquiry Chicago, Belafonte turned to
tional
been
condition, doctors have
for the college. Dr. Dinkins
vate Conyers continued: "Af- of the executive director sufwill announce its presi- Rev. Jackson and said:
which
unable to remove the shrapwas president of Owen until
ter awhile the shelling stopped fered extensive water damdential choice of the candi- "I know that you are my
nel from his legs. Conyers conand we tried to regroup what age.
An 80-voice male chorus, it merged with LeMoyne this dates after an exhaustive Inbrother and I know how much
summer.
finement has thus turned into
vestigation and study.
was left of us. The ground was
the Voices of Thunder, from
we like each other and apprea physically painful ordeal, restrewn with dead bodies and
Another address was given
cautioned
ciate
was
each other, but you really
audience
The
the Greater New Mount Mo- by the Rev.
quiring heavy sedation of morwounded men everywhere.
Charles H. Fitz- Lby Rev. Jackson to listen im- didn't have to go to all this
riah
Baptist
Church
phine every four hours to disin
Detroit,
About this time the helicopters
gerald, director of promotion partially to talks by candidates trouble for me. You really
pell the pain.
WILLIE CONYERS
started arriving to evacuate
will appear in concert in Bruce for the Tennessee Baptist Mis- but, not to endorse any candi- didn't have to call all these
the wounded. I volunteered for
In an interview with the popHall, LeMoyne College
on sionary and Education Conven- date until after the Committee police and troops to protect
exposed.
a detail to help put the woundA four-day Labor Day weektion. The convention founded of Inquiry had made its choice. me. Now you must not misuse
ular graduate of Geether High fairly
Sunday
night, Sept. 1, at 8 p.m. and supported Owen
School, he related to me the "The temperature was above ed aboard the 'copters, before end celebration will be staged
Junior
In introducing Sen. McGov- black power, Jesse."
incidents of the search and des- 100 degrees and we were or- we could finish "Charlie" open- at the beautiful Coconut Grove This will make the third year College and will now give its ern, Rafer Johnson, former Referring to reports' that he
Olympic champion, hailed him is leaving town, Rev. Jackson
troy mission in the Quang Tri dered to cease all activity and ed up again. I grabbed my at 140 Hernando, Beginning that the choir has come to support to LeMoyne-Owen.
as "a man embodiyIng the stated adamantly that hi will
Mountains: "We had started get in our holes to wait for rifle and jumped in,a B-52 hole Friday, August 30, and running Memphis at the members' own
LeMoyne-Owen will offer new
the operation the day before other outfits in the area to (an enormous crater made by through Monday, Sept. 2.
expense to give the program courses this year leading to Ideals of the late Robert Ken- be attending the black power
conference in Philadelphia.
and had advanced without any catch up. Suddenly we heard bomb blasts from the B-52 The club will give a special for the benefit of a local col- an undergraduate degree in nedy."
McGovern, told the crowd he "I am going to the black
contact with the enemy. On the whine of incoming mortar bomber). Sixteen other guys Breakfast Dance on Sunday, lege.
business administration.
came not to seek their endorse- power conference for the
the morning of the 17th we rockets. The first round scor- came in behind me and posi- Aug. 31.
In
past
years
proceeds
have
same reason that Daley's going
ment, but to give them his.
Dr.
Ernest
club,
which
Hooper
of
Middle
Featured
at
the
themselves
around
the
tioned
hit
on
the
command
direct
started into the mountains to ed a
been given to Owen College. Tennessee
He attacked the prevailing to the Democratic convention."
State
University
pursue the mission. About 11 post, killing a lieutenant and perimeter of the hole just be- opens at 10 p.m. each evening,
Boycotts of all A & P Stores
will be Kurl McKinney, "Mr. This year LeMoyne Owen Col- will be the acting dean, filling ;cry for law and order and
o'clock, the C.O., a captain had a radioman. They never had a low the surface
will
lege
benefit.
"empty
it
talk
in
called
that
Chicago, Evanston, and
the
post
of
Dean
Organ:"
Miss
Lionel
ArSoul
vocalist
us to halt the advance and set chance. We were completely
In the other holes around us
,has no prior concern for justice Maywood will continue with
up a command post and to dig pinned down and unable to re- I could hear the screams of Shirley Richmond, the Fabu- Rev. B. L. Hooks of Memphis nold who is on leave to com- 'and compassion."
increased intensity, Rev. Jacklous Memphians,' and Miss is pastor of the Greater New plete his dissertation for the
in By now we were in open turn their fire." At this point
The
South
Dakotan
praised
son said.
degree.
Mount Moriah Baptist 'Church. Ph.D.
SEE PAGE 2
Shangrala's floor show.
country and our position was in the story Conyers was In-

Retired Teacher Stays U p Late
To Celebrate On 100th Birthday

Marine At Naval Hospital Tells
Friend How He Survived Vietnam

City-Hall Politicians
Split Over 'Turnkey'

Rev. Jackson Raps Daley
For Calling Up Troops

urban League
Is Damaged
During Blaze

800 Students May
Enter Lemoyne-Owen

Detroit Male
Chorus To Sing

4

n Bruce Hall

Coconut Grove
Set For Weekend

3

9
6
8
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Marine.

without being seen,. shell exploded three feet from among four in the battalion. velop. Despite the fact that it lems of others. He is the perme. The blast turned me over Private Conyers was air-evac- has required more than 800
sonification of a complete genI could see the 15 other guys uated to Japan and then to stitches to close the cuts and tleman,
always kind and
that had been lined around the Millington, where he arrived gashes and 9 operations plus
thoughtful of others. at a time
bole falling backwards into two weeks ago. Ironically, it periodical skin grafting ses- when
doctors say it will be
it (the hole). That shell killed' was Conyers' first patrol since sions, his courage remains un- 6 to 8
months before he can reall of 'em. I started to slide arriving in Viet Nam one daunted.
gain use of his legs again, Condown the side of the hole, I month earlier. He has been
yers remains unshaken. In the
soft-spoken
The
Conyers
awarded the Purple Heart by
was about to black out.
dreams of a day very soon face of his handicap he is posBefore slipping into uncon- the Marine Corps.
when he will be able to leave sessed of an irrevocable coursciousness, Private Conyers re- For Willie Conyers, a form. Millington's Naval Hospital and age that would cause men of
members being pulled out of er social science major at return to his home and family lesser fiber to throw in the
the hole and dragged to safety Owens College, the war hg In Lakeview Gardens. Willie towel.
by a Marine whose hand had; ended early. But his plans for says be would like to be home
Confronted with the possibeen blown off. Conyers and; resuming his studies and some- to see his sister and brother, bility that he
might be able
living
in
sur-j
day
his rescuer were the only
and being part if Josephine and George Conyers, to walk again,
but with a pervivors in their crate =E a' better world continue to de- both 1968 graduates of Geeter, manent
limp, he is undismay- enroll in college this fall. Pri- ed. Not much WILL dismay
vate Conyers is an extremely Willie Conyers. The quality,
popular young man and is well and strength of Private Conliked by all who know him. yers' faith and courage indeed
I remember young ,Conyers makes him "the flower of toas a self appointed one man day's youth." Men AND Magreeting committee to welcome rines just don't come any betme into the neighborhood last ter.
FROM
" .1
summer. There are a lot of
nice things I remember about
SMALL NEGRO
CONGREGATIONSWillie Conyers, but the most
CAN USE THIS SUBSTANTIAL STORY
outstanding trait is that he con- AND- HALE NOME, UNTIL LARGE
cerns himself with the prob- FACILITI eSNEEDED.THEN BUILD
NEVIAUDITORIUAI ON EXTRA
- - - —
CORNER LOT AND CONVERT OLD

but Charlie found us out. We
heard an incoming shell and
:.(Continued From Page i)
the other guys scrambled. I
14 other guys being cut up. 1, dived on the ground and coytight we had gotten into the end my head and face. The
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GREAT
SCOTCH!

Call

pro
0
was
Jan
plethe

BRUTES!SAVAGES!HEROES!.1
A .,EYI Mak
I

Mal

witt
Peq
will
prel

ROD TAYLOR •
YVETTE MIMIEUX
JIM BROWN

-KENNET
H MORE
NAWISeltaNIETIOCOlOt
Plus JOSEPH COTTEN "THE TRAMPLERS"

the frontier tie
MEMPHIS'
OLDEST

The rugged look that lives up to its name! Go hiking on
campus or woodsy paths in the softest deep beige unlined
split suede, boldly stitched down to bouncy crepe soles.
One of QualiCraft's great fall footings at just 5
.99

LARGEST
WIG SHOP

AND

STYLE $3.50

WakeitO

MUMA14
GOODS

100%
MAUI

Wigs
Wig lets
Falls

Cascade

STORE ADDRESSES

Mad Ossfart

105 So, Main
Poplar Plaza
Southland

17 No, Main
Laurelwood

(Continued From Page 1)
no longer has jurisdiction in
the matter now that the case
is being taken to court. The
housing project has been given
approval by the federal government and the MHA. The
council should keep hands off,
at least until the court has
made its decision."
"Councilman Jerred "Doc"
Blanchard said that he has
not made his final decision on
the project until he has toured
the area once more this time
from the South going North
as requested by one of the
Frayser residents requested."
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y
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BUILDING FOR EDUCATI DIAL US_t.t
THIS IS AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
The • HOUSE of MALL'
Real Estee, Beaker Mosim&le
ins. Goebel.. 3847 Peek 31111
327-4222

TIRE SALE
CHOICE LOCATION
LOW DOWN PAYMENT
ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME

You're right...
it's light!

OPPORTUNITY
ILLNESS FORCES SALE

It) AND 86 PROOF. 100% BLENDED SCOTCH
WHISKY IMPORTED BY MR. BOSTON
DISTILLER INC.. BOSTON. MASS.

525-1552

•

NO MONEY DOWN
ON DEPENDABLE
G.E,APPLIANCES

Al

DIPARTIIIIIIT STORES
howiagiok émodeuvitttatoi

FROST-GUARD REFRIGERATOR -FREEZER never needs defrosting, not even in the
top freezer! 15.7 cu. ft.
capacity - $279

Fashionable New Mosses Shapes!

PERM INENT PRESS

BODY SHIRTS
297

r".4(

MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC
HMI MEMPHIS
SUPER SOUL "03'S"

RHO Kid
7E00

P.M. t• 12:00 A

Memphis' Greotest Store

Al Perkins
3.00 P.M. te 7:00 P.M.

BUDGET STORE

Only

Shirts ilk Pants
III•eke's Low Price

NIGHTand DAY

129.95 FM /AM RADIO
with stereo FM; detachable speakers; console
in walnut finish -$79

Class Favorites!
Jr:BoyslPermanentPress

Downtown

Avery F. Davis
900 A.M. to 1.00 P.M.

Woolco Fashion Special!

shirttail styling with 2.flap pockets.White.
Sizes

SAFARI SHIRT of Combed Cotton Oxford...

97

gold, pink, brown, navy, bone and red.
30-38.,

FRANK
LIBERTO

WOOLCON OWN 'BRITANNIA' SHIRT in
Dacron* polyester/cotton with "Come-Clean"
'finish. Button-down
White, blue, pink,

collar, shirttailmaize,
styling.
beige.2-

button30-38.
cuff.
Sizes

each
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M.D
and
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. . take months to pay
on our "Few Pennies
a Day"

•

Ti
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Accepted

BawkA weericsed- Layaway-Chary.elcvdmusip
94 So. Main
WIG SERVICE BY LICENSED BEAUTICIANS
t TENNESSEE BOARD OF COSMETOLOGY
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Whitehoyen

$19.75
• -4.- • • • 5 7.90
$39.60
Curls
$1.6.50
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sun
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NOW SHOWING
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THEsun
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• Sims 3 to/l
• Lorg
and
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sleeved shirts
• Britton-down & open collar styles
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BERRETTA

1
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plan

MOTORS

• Ivy League & Wetern style slacks
,.-

"Nation's Clean\est Cars

Cease, choose front
woolen's tremendous

selectionschool!
... for dress,
dry,never iron Wash 'n

at the Nation's Lovtest Prices"

Nolo Throng* FaU Must-Have!

play or

fabrics!

Cokes galore]

PROPORTIONED

+Y.
,
0

"STROLLER SKIRTS"
For Active Young "He-Men!"

Jr. Boys'
"IkualeleBee" Jeans
„Stroller

A 1Foolco Exelatairn!

Unbeatable
llooleo Value

Fortrel& polyester!Combed Cotton. Machine washable
darts &

PROPORTIONED FOR PERFECT FIT AT ANY
HEIGHT:
and crease resistant Stitched
waistband that stretches with the body. Extra
tapered hem. Black, Brown, Navy, GLey.
Great looking classic!

100% cotton
Proportioned-to-fit.
elastic
Multi-colormachine
denim.
washEasy-care,
band!
able
asimt-

jeans with zip fly, dkuble
seams. Blue, Time, tangerine.
gold, mem, block, olive. Sisas 3
tot

SHORT (6-14) AVERAGE (346)
TALL(12.18)

tisstearessommiemsve•-•-•••- '..•virsiz.iirisSirisnearyfeentateessaftsnaketn
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2Reasom To Buy At WOOLCO

1833 SO. THIRD

U SHOP AT BOTH
WOOLCO
• Nu Trade In tieede,
• Fret Service
•
9r' Oats Same as Cosh
STORES
• Schsfaction Guaranteed
• You Deal C/niy with WoOICO
LG. F

• HunoSt

*AT WOOLCO "um SAY
1833 So. Third St. & Belz Blvd.

CHARGE IT"

SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
'

ENE
RE1

See Either of
These Top
Salesmen

JIMMY LAWRENCE,
Rep.
3 1965 Chevrolet Impa.a 2—dr. Hardtop
$1,495
1 1965 Chevrolet Bel Air — Extra clean
$1,095
3 1965 Mustangs—Fully equipped—Auto. Trans
$1,895
1 1963Cadillac Convertible—Fully Fact.Equipped
$1,495.

"IF YOU WORK YOU RIDE"

4
"19 A ti r
4
. lit

ROY THOMAS, Rep.
Repossessed:
1 1966 Jaguar XKE—Pay 3 Notes:,$89.72
Take up talance
Double Sharp
1 Dodge Charger- Fully Factory Equipped
Come See
1 1963 Mercury—Nice Second Car
$495
WEEKS SPECIAL
1 1968 Mustang
$1,995

"WE FINANCE EVERYBODY"

114 So. Third Street
Tel. 901Memphis, Tennessee

Hay
Ore
thei
sup
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Memphian Relates Impressions During His Summer In Ethiopia
By LAWRENCE E. MADLOCKI when a person strives to lm- It is the fulfillment of a life- her of the majority.
mediate bre a kdown when blacks discriminated against?"
prove his condition. This is long
someone
starts speaking to me Many wonder if they would be
wipe
away
this
When
we
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The foldream.
covering of color which means in Amharic, the language of treated the same.
lowing article was written by usually caused by westernizaLawrence E. Madlock, a Mem- tion of the civilization and the Most of us have realized the so much, we find that we are Ethiopia, and they find that! There is a, strong feeling of
phis student participating in capitalization of the economy. differences between ourselves still members of a minority. I don't understand. This is, to nationalism in Ethiopia.
It is indeed a thrill and joy and the Africans. We never I am not Ethiopian. I am me, the hardest part of being
Crossroads Africa, 1968, and
There is also a strong feeling
who is serving in Ethiopia this for anyone to come to the Con- know how deep these differ- again Afro-American. This can here. I have always found of international black brothertinent, the land of the future, ences are until we visit the put the bb. American in a ways of explaining that I am a
summer.)
hood. It is said that at whole
My report on Ethiopia and Africa. But for the black homeland. For one of the few state of limbo, even here in his member of another tribe, army volunteered to go to
the Afro-American tribe.
my experiences here deal main- American it is a homecoming. times in my life, I am a mem- homeland.
South Africa to overthrow the
Perhaps the black American The average Ethiopian, who white racist regime.
ly with the people and relahas to come over here to real- knows anything at all about These people speak of us as
tionships I have had with them.
ize bow deep Western or the United States, knows that being their brothers. I have
I feel that this is necessary beEuropean indoctrination and there are about 22 million engaged in many discussions
cause of the nature of the
accultration have gone.
project in which I am engaged.
blacks there—which is also the on the aubject of how Africans
There are certain advantages population of Ethiopia—and can
h e 1 p Afro-Americans.
Operations Crossroads Africa
was started in 1958 by Dr.
to being black. I am accepted they know that there is discri- Most believe, and so do I,
on sight as another Ethiopian, mination. From this basis that the most important thing
James H. Robinson as a peoa brother; though I do look all conversations concerning now is to instill black pride
ple-to-people project. Because
the primary purpose of Cross- George W. Lee, grand com- Award will go to Mrs. Vel R. like a rich Ethiopian because black Americans are started. and brotherhood into the Afromissioner of Education of the Phillips, alderman
of the I can afford a pair of shoes.
The first question I am asked Americans. Let him know
roads is to become acquainted
Negro Elks in collaboration Sixth Ward from the City of This acceptance has im- is, "Why
are the American his own strength.
with and to understand the with Hobson
R. Reynolds, the Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Mrs.
people (and vice versa), I Grand Exalted Ruler,
announc- Phillips is the first Negro electwill give a few of my many im- es the expanded
scholarship
pressions from meeting them. program honoring the late Dr. ed in the Uvnited States to
serve on the Democratic NaFor this reason, I will forego Martin Luther King, Jr.
tional Committee.
giving descriptive lines on the
scenery of the country or tell- "The scholarship gents," She was one of the 10 Ameriing anecdotes about my stay. Mr. Lee stated, "will be in- can women invited to Germany
The only thing I will say about creased from $1,000 to as high to tour that country on a good•
my project is that a group of as $1,500. All seven participants will information trip. Mrs.
eleven Americans and Cana- in the National Oratorical Phillips is now deeply and
dians worked with the people Contest memorializing Dr. consistently involved in the
of Witcha village in the build- King will receive from $1,200 to struggle for the enactment of
ing of a library and bridge. $1,500 scholarships. Some 25 or a strong fair housing ordinance
more, additional scholarships of
These projects were a sym- $1,000 each will be granted to in Milwaukee; and is a parbol of our mutual cooperation the winners of each qualifying ticipant in the NAACP Youth
in gaining rapport with one state contest. This expanded Council's marathon marches.
another and in becoming in- scholarship program will put
volved in the customs and liv- more than 125 students on the
1/11011112.2t9U9429424174242242422Q4&
ing experiences of a new coun- Elks Scholarship Roll for 1969.
try.
"The annual Oratorical Con•
5 HOLE
Life here is a mixture of test climaxing this program
500
easy-goingness and hard work. Monday night, August 26, at
.741iteid iaditOk iovistodatoretatigf
The easy-goingness is mostly the New York Hilton Hotel
COUNT
a"
caused by the fact that every- will feature seven young AmeriVIRITING
thing a person needs to live cans who will contest for the
speaker
in
the
best
young
from day to day is right at
land," he explained.
hand.
The "Alumnus of the Year"
The hard work comes only
lEG. ITO

T
op Elk Orator Will
$
win 1 500 This Year

A
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ONCE-A-YEAR BUYS

DEPARTMENT STORES

BOYS CASUAL
•
PERMANENT PRESS
NEVER NEED IRONING -

4111410
PACK

DIPAITIWT 51011L

$1".
PANTSWAIST
SIZES

PAPER 33'

A native of Mobile, Alabama
Mr. Pleasure was reared in
New Orleans. He holds degrees
from Dillard University, Harvard University and the Interdenominational Theol ogical
Center.
Before coming to Memphis,
Mr. Pleasure served as Vista
Director at Miles College in
Birmingham. Previous to taking that position, he was a
lecturer at Grambling College
and pastor of the New Rocky JUNIOR ENGINEER — Free.
Valley Baptist Church in man Gates, Jr., of 20'73 Percy
Grambling, Louisiana.
rd., and a junior engineer with
He has also-held pastotates South Central Bell Telephone
in Quitman, Brunswick and Company examines a section
Bainbridge, Georgia, and was of new plastic conduit used to
instructor at Florida A & M protect underground telephone
cables. The Memphis area is
University at Tallahassee.
From 1957 to 1959 he was one of the first in the ,country
executive secretary of the to use the new conduit.
Montgomery Impro vement
Association. He is married to
the former Bernice Parker
and has two children, Robert
David — six, and Rosemari
— four. The family is living
temporarily at 1347 Quinn Avenue. •
Samuel T. Rutherford is reExecutive
appointed
cently
Director of the Council. Another Associate Director is Mrs.
MOSE PLEASURE
Richard J. Schoof. In addition
sure, Jr., to the position of to its role of community planassociate director of the Coun- ning and coordination, the
cil. He will serve largely in the Council maintains the Volunarea of welfare research and teer Service Bureau and Referral Service.
planning.

Haydens Fete
Their Cousins
Mr. and Mrs. Willie James
Hayden, Sr., of 2545 Keen rd.,
Orchid H o lb e s, entertained
their cousins at a barbecue
supper at their home

Now that you fallen for his
line, we think you'll fall for ours.
Your
Wedding
Deserves to be...
PHOTOGRAPHED\
in Natural Color...
for
Only natural color
can preserve this
memorable event in
all its brilliance
This is where to
come when you're
through playing
games
FREE
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$999
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-PACKED SPECIAL!
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•
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school work is
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approach
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11`
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WIRE 8000
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MEN'S PERMANENT PRESS
SHORT SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS
BOMA DOWN COLLARS

S150
--.
NEL ,53.39

WIDE SELECTION
NEVER NEED IRONING

5100 PARK.

MEN'S PERMANENT PRESS

len WALK SHORTS
870111J

A WIDE SELECTION OF COLORS 150
NEVER NEED IRONING
REG. $2.99 OR $3.99

COUPON

COUPON

MEN'S BULL

DENIM JEANS
REG. $4.49 $299
PERMANENT PRESS FAMOUS BRAND
NEVER NEED IRONING

COUPON

2Reasons To Buy At WOOLCO

1833 SO. THIRD

U SHOP AT BOTH
Low
• Honest Price!'
WOOLCO
• No Trade In Needed
• Free Service
• 90 Days Same as Cash
STORES
Financing

Satisfaction Guaruntezd

GUEST BOOK WITH MINIMUM
WEDDING ALBUM ORDER WITH THIS AD.

• You Deal Only with Woolco

AT WOOLCO "JUST SAY CHARGE IT"

Continental Photographers
136 So. Danny Thomas
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Announcement is made this
week by A. Roy Tyrer, Jr.,
M.D., president of the Health
and Welfare Planning Council
of Memphis-Shelby County of
the appointment of Mose Plea-

Guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Sparks, Chicago, and
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Sparks, AT SHEPPARD AFB, Texas,
who stayed at Rivermont-Holi- where he is being trained as a
day Inn; and Mr. and Mrs. transportation specialist is AirRobert Hayden and Mrs. Floyd man Harry E. White, son of
Hayden of Memphis.
John H. White of 3436 MargaThe affair en ded with a retta, Memphis. He is a 1968
champaign party at Peggie's graduate of Woodstock High
Patio, where they were joined School, and recently coinby Miss Wilma Hayden and pitted basic training at Lack.
land AFB, Tex.
Willie James Hayden, Jr.

REG. $3.99 COUPON

LIMIT 1 PERCOU PON CISTONER
Sint a re
nodan era a

Mose Pleasure Picked
For The H&W Council

REGULAR & SLIM

1833 So. Third St. & Belz Blvd.

Phone 5264391

SOUTHGATE SEOPPING CENTER

.:"•••
•
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dal school for hearing-45meg
Investigators conducted at the
University of Oklahoma during the summer.
A member of the board of
directors of the Memphis Urban League and chairman of
ILLS., Inc., Mr. Whalum, his
ments school of personnel ad- wife and three sons live at
ministration. the Commerce 2926 Hoskins Road.
Department's school of personnel administration, the Commerce Department's school' for
mediators and conciliators, the
Commission's
Service
Civil
school for hearing-officer inTERMITES-ROACHESCivil
the
vestigators, and
WATER BURS-RATS
Commission's
staft
Service
and Beaded
Linseed
officers seminar.
BEFORE
C.AL.1.
YOU An
tit
has served'
Mr. Whalum
EADARRASSED
Iseveral times as a special rep"FIE KILL TO Lin"
resentative of the Post Office
Department's Board of Appeals
CALL
and Review, and recently was
named to a select team to rewrite procedures for handling
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
discriminadisciplinary
and
tion cases.
PM. PA 7-6031.
He was instructor of a ape-

'Kenneth Whalum Named
PO Personnel Director

Joint Sessions Mark Beginning
Of CME Centennial Celebration
The combined Sessions of the! Attivities for the two Mu-held on Thursday evening, Au
Jackson-Memphis and
Westlsionary Societies opened withl gust 15, at the Chisca Plaza
Tennessee Districts of the l messages by Mrs. B., Julian Motor Hotel. The guest speakChristian Methodist Episcopal Smith, wife of the presiding, er was Atty. George Haley, a
Church were held here August bishop, and Mrs. Phyllis Bed- native Memphian, who is now
12-18 at the Mt. Olive CME ford, president of the Women's'serving in the Kansas State
Church,
Senate. He is a member of the
Missionary Council.
The theme of the annual con- The closing Missionary Man- St. Peter's CME Church of
ferences was "The Gospel in sage was given by Mrs. V.U. Kansas City, Kans. More than
he Community," which is the Robinson of Augusta, Ga. Mrs. 400 persons attended the banquadrennial theme of the First Pearl Sims and Mrs. Gladys quet.
Episcopal
Norris are presidents of the The Youth Oratorical Con
istrict.
test was held on Saturday even
f
The Rev. T.C. Lightfoot was annual conferences
,ing, and the theme was "The
host minister, Revs. M.H. Bur- The Conference and Pre-Cen-: CME Church Yesterday, Tonette and P.G. Ilentrel host tennial Celebration served as dayand Tomorrow." The winpresiding elders, and the Right a homecoming for persons who ner was Miss Joyce Hohn of
Rev. B Julian Smith, presid- were elected bishopl and gen- Memphis. The five contestants
ing bishop.
eral officers while serving in were presented scholarships
The joint sessions of the Con- the state of Tennessee.
ranging from $1,000 to 94,000
ferences were held as the be-; Included were Bishops W. 11. Closing Session of the
ginning of the Centennial Cele-:H. Amos, California; Joseph Ctinferences was held on Sunbration marking the founding A. Johnson, Shreveport, La.; day, August 18, with Bishop
of the CME Church. The oh- P.R. Shy. Atlanta; H.C. Bun- Smith, presiding bishop of the
servance will end at the 1970 ton, Washington, D.C. and Nor- First Episcopal District (comSession of the General Confer- ris S. Curry, Dallas; and , gen- prising Tennessee, Arkansas
ence.
eral officers Dr. John M. Ex- and a portion of Missouri) deThe recent sessions were the urn, editor of the "Christian livering the message and read54th for the Jackson-Memphis Index,' Memphis, and Dr. D. ing the appointments.
district, and the 87th for the S- Cunningham, secretary of Music was sung by a 500West Tennessee.
the General Board of Pensions. voice Pre-Centennial CelebraThe three goals of the Cen- Delivering dynamic messages. tion Choir with Wilford Glenn
tennial Celebration are the de- at the meeting were Rev. L.L. as director and Lunsford Johnvelopment of an accurate his- Barnes, pastor of Carter Tern- son as chairman.
tory of the church; the addi- 1 ple CME Church, Chicago; and
More than 2,000 persons attion of 100.000 members by Dr. U.Z. McKinnon, director of tended the conferences. They
1970; and the raising of $1,500,- Continuing Education at the included many outstanding visl000, a gift to be used for mini- Interdenominational
Theologi- tors and friends throughout the
mum salary church extension, cal Center, Atlanta.
Christian Methodist Episcopal
?hristian education, the pen- The Tennessee Annual Lay- Church Connection and the. na:don fund and reserve fund.
men's Expansion Banquet was hon.

Desegregation Is Topic
Of 'Look Up And Live'

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO:

O.Z. EVERS

KENNETH WHALUM

see..
Of unity

CAR WASH $125

tor f.
fining
York
check

ze

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

LAKE GROVE'S ROYAL.
TV — Ronnie Warren and
Alfredia Smith were crowned king and queen of the
building fund of the Lake
Grove Baptist Church in a

program sponsored by Mrs.
Emma Washington and other building fund workers.
Rev. H. Robinson is pastor
of the church. (McChriston
Photo)

Black Catalysts Plan
Conference In Chicago

R a w is, Elizabeth
A program of dramatized ex- Eugenia
cerpts from the book by Sarah:rhurman, John Marriott and
Patton Boyle, will be presented
on "Look Up and Live" sun-1 Hilda Haynes.
day, Sept. 1 (9:30-10 a.m.' "Look Up and Live" is a
C.D.T.i on the CBS Television
Network. (Rebroadcast: OAD presentation of CBS News,

RUM
TER

Postmaster Lydel Sims has
announced the promotion of iressiessimososessoussiesousimoune
Kenneth T. Whalum to director,'•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
office
of
Mr.
personnel.
Whalum is the first Negro to
serve as head of the local
▪ EftectIve November 29 1965
post office personnel unit.
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Mr. Whalum has served for •
m
Set et Si,..$125
the past two years as hearing- •
Monday
officer investigator on person- • Set Op*. SAM to 6 P M.
thru
te 2 P
nel matters for post offices • %On OPeD $
•
Friday
.
in the states of Alabama,
Mississippi and Tennessee.
A former student at LeMoyne •
a
3100 Summer at Baltic
College, Mr. Whalum has also
completed the Navy Depart- R▪eselueemowenemmem•••••••sibimP

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BONS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis!
io Memphis by Memphjemk
.. rushed daily to your big
oque & Knott supermarket for
masinsum freshness.

Hambprger

,

!.

4111A%
ip
,

,is
Hogue & Knott'
'.,t

CHICAGO —The Association Lerone Bennett, senior editor
of Black Catalysts will convene of Ebony Magazine, author of
with Pamela Ilott as execu- in Chicago over Labor Day, "Before the Mayflower", ect.
7/11;65i.
Mrs. Boyle, who appears on tive producer. "The Desegre- weekend, August 30, 31-Septem- will speak Sunday, September
the broadcast,- was born and gated Heart" was produced by ber 1. The conference will be 1. 1968.
raised on land which, was a Chalmers Dale in consultation attended by blacks from variConference workshops will
Crown grant to her father's with the National Council of ous parts of the country and
family.
Churches
and
directed
by from all walks of life, and em- deal with the basic issues confronting braTcli people in the
Her book tells of her aristo- Bruce Minnix. Jean-Claude van plo ed. and unemployed.
cratic Southern thinking and of Itallie was the adapter.
black identity, black unifica- United States and how a nationthe gradual change in that
tion, black linkage, to determ- al organization of the Catalyst
thinking beginning in 1950,
ine a cooperative communicat- type could help all black peowhen the University of Virginia
ing organization of black peo- Pie.
refused to admit a Negro as a
pie. The Association of Black The conferece will be held
'student.
Catalysts members are corn- in the Abraham Lincoln Center,
700 East Oakwood Blvd.. Chin. Actors performinf, in the draA sandwich accordingt mitted to the liberation of black go. Registration
fee is $15.
matizations are Tom Scott,
people.
two,
Mr. Webster, consists of "
Any black person is eligible
slices of bread usually buttered Dr. Charles,V. Hamilton, pro".to attend the
conference. Preand having a layer, as of meat, Lessor of political science,!registrations
are being taken
cheese or savory mixture, Roosevelt University, and cospread between them." How- author with Stokely Carmichael,
George Yarbrough of 268
ever, in
p0 pular
usage, of "Black Power: The Politics 1 To register in advance or for
Memphis
will
convene
klston,
"sandwich" also includes fill- of Liberation," will be featured further information, write to
he opening session of the cir- .
ing spread on one bread slice speaker at the opening plenary Mrs. Janet Poole, 10132 S. Dr.
uit assembly of Jehovah's!
and served, open-face, and session, Friday evening, Aug-. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive,
Memphis,'
Vitnesses at West
buns served with a filling.
ust 36.
Chicago, Illinois.
1rkansas, September 13 - 15,
968.
Ministers from the congregaions in circuit No. 12 will re-:
ite experiences under the di-.
ection of Mr. Yarbrough.
The highpoint of the assem,ly will be Sunday at 3:00.
).m. when W. Anderson will
Teak on the subject "God's.
1..„....aVay Is Love.''
All meetings ar-e-"Iree, the
niblic is invited to the entire
Assembly.
Some Floor Models, Display Models, Loaners, Few
19611 Models, 1969 Models, All Carry 5 Year
factory Warranty ... On• Year Fre• Service
?Ier:3ont Green Youth

Br.

,

,

ì

or Hot Dog
.

I
!
I

Did You Know..

Witnesses, Will
Meet Sept. 13-15
in West Memphis

BREAD

Big

11
/
2-tb. Sandwich
Km" Loaf
He.gue

BROWN.'N SERVE
ROLLS
HtIgut:it:: 271
W. R•serido Th. Right To

Limit Quantiti•s

All FRIGIDAIRE Air Conditioners Must Go

NAPKIN
60

I

5,000 BTItio 24,000

FRIGIDAIRE

FRIGIDAIRE

AIR CONDONER

AIR CONDITIONER

•

tiayonnaise

OT
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RETURNING HOME — Rev.
Wrennie Morgan. Sr., master
of sacred theology and former
Memphian, will stop in Memphis on Sunday and Monday,
The Missionary Society of Sept. i, 2. while enroute to
ew Bethel Baptist Church at the annual convention of the
197 S. Parkway East is pre- National Baptist Convention,,
•enting a pew rally on Sunday, USA, Inc., to be held in Atlanta, Ga. Rev. Morgan is di.
august 25, at 3 p.m.
The guest speaker will beirector of industrial relations!
Thelma Lee Watkins.!for the opportunities Indu s.
Trs.
'trialization Cente r, Inc., an
l'he public is invited.
in
agency
Mary E. Brown is Anti-Poverty
Mrs
,resident of the Society, and Philadelphia. He will preach at
lin. Fannie Bynum is church his home church. Mt. Pisgah
Baptist Church on Weaver rd.
-eporter.
The Rev. Dave Boid is pas- near Fields ave. on Sept. I at',
11 a.m.
,r of the church.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
Per Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS

CUSTOM

BHS
248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Montolti4 Tennessee
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lean & Meal
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Program Planned
.or Pew Rally

BTU

BACON

s

Count

:hoir To Be Honored
The Pleasant Green Baptist
7hurch youth choir v‘:11 he the
ionored guests of the senior
.hoir in a program to be given
,n Sunday, Sept. 1, at 8 p.m.
;'he public is invited to the
t:nurch at 1251 Nicholas St.
Mrs. Juanita Brown is pro'ram sponsor- Rev. E. L. Mcliinney is pastor of the church.
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Dermatologist Named
Student Affairs Dean
Dr Thomas W. Johnson, associate professor of medicine
and director of the Division of
Dermatology at Meharry Medical College. has been appointed
assistant dean of student affairs, Dr. Ralph J. Cazort, dean
of Meharry School of Medicine
announced this week.
Dr. Johnson of Hartford,
Cone., the only Negro dermatologist south of Washington
and east of Chicago, obtained
his bachelor of science degree
in zoology from Howard University in 1948, and his medical degree from Meharry 'Medical College in 1957.

HUMBLE SPONSORS INTERNS - Janes E. Queen,
second from right, community relations coordinator for Humble Oil and Refining
C o mpany's
New
Yolk office, presents a $W
check to Dr. Frank Chown-

log, president of the National Dental Association,
to help defray,traveling and
lodging expenses of t w o
dental students who gave
presentations at the NDA
convention in Houston. Benefiting from the check were

He holds two master of science degrees, one in bacteriology from the University of Illinois and another in dermatology from Tufts University, Medford, Mass. In 1958, Dr. Johnson, an assistant professor in
microbiology, became acting
chairman of the department.

Charles Lee Ross, left, a
student at Howard Universits Dental School in Washington, D. C., and Junius L.
Taylor, a student at Meharry Dental College in Nashville.

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. ham, Ala. Undergraduate-atthe public meeting address.
in its 48th Anniversary Boule large is Paula Turner
of St. ' Mrs. Elizabeth D. Koontz,
sessions at the Sherman House Louis, Mo.
president of the National Eduin Chicago, Illinois, August 11- Delegates, families,
youth cation Association was the pub17 re-elected Mr. Mildred Cater groups and the general
public lic youth luncheon speaker.
Bradham of Jacksontille, Flor- heard experts in the
fields of Each presented challenges to
ida as Grand Basileus.
education and sociology ex- extend the principles of the
Mrs. Bradham is on leave plore the theme "New DimenSorority into new dimensions
from her position as a case- sions - The Forward
Look." of leadership in communities
work supervisor in the Florida The Keynote Speaker was
Sen- of the United States and Africa.
State Department of Public ator Barbara Jordan
of Hous- The Youth Program initiated
Welfare. She and other elected ton, Texas, the only woman
in at this Boule was an outstandofficers will serve this 30,000 the Texas Senate.
ing feature, attracting youth
member organization of pre- Atty. Wiley A. Branton,
ex- groups from Texas, Missouri,
dominately Negro college wom- ecutive director of the
United Illinois, and Michigan.
en until the 50th Anniversary Planning
Organization
gave
celebration in 1970, to be held
in Washington, D. C., the founding site at Howard University.
Other re-elected officers are : I
First Anti-Basileus Isabel M
Herson, E n glish
professor
Southern
University,
Bat
Rouge, La.: Second Anti-Basileus Anita Crump. a vice-principal , of New Orleans; Third
Anti-Basileus
Janice
Gantt,
teacher P h i ladelphia: and
Grarnmateus Mary A. T. Tillman, a pediatrician of St.
Louts, Missouri.
Newly elected were Tamais
Golden. a
Susie E. Miles, in government Mrs. Joan E
service Washington, D. C. (pre- member of the staff of Radio
viously served a ten-year term) Station WLOK, was in Miami,
and Phylacter Gertrude Willi- Fla., August 14-18 for ,the 14th
ams, teacher in El Cerito, annual National Association of
California. Re-elected Antapok- Television and Radio Announcritis Marion Shannon, teacher ers at the Sheraton Four Amof Miami, Florida and Chair- bassadors Hcitel.
Speaking to the delegates,
man of the Executive Board
Ida B. King, teacher of, Gary, were Rev. Jesse Jackson of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Indiana.
Trustees elected, all of whom Conference; Commi ssioner
are teacters are: Alice Roye, Nicholas Johnson of the FedCommunications
ComDarby, Pennsylvania; Chair- eral
man of Trustee Board; Ella mission, a n d Congressman
Strawbridge. St. Louis, Mis- John J. Conyers of Detroit.
Entertainers who came for
souri: Ruth Powell, Mobile,
the
five-day
meeting were
Ala.: lone Gibson, Detroit,
and Lucinda Robe y of Birming- comedians Bill Cosby and Godfrey Cambridge. Nancy Wilson, Aretha Franklin, Lou
Rawls and Patty Drew.

Joan Golden
Attends Meet
In Florida

Club to Stage
5th 'Fashions
In Splendor

The Las Doce Amigas will
present its fifth annual "Fashions in Splendor" on Oct. 6 in
the Skyway of the SheratonPeabody Hotel at 5 p.m.
Advance tickets will be two
dollars each, or $2.50 at the
door. Anyone wishing to buy
tickets should contact Mr. Julia
Atkins, chairman of tickets', at
276-3761.
Tickets may be purchased
from any member of the club.
.1te affair is one which all
fashion lovers look forward to
each year, so tickets should be
obtained as early as possible.
Mrs. Denise Hawkins is
chariman of the fashion show,
and Mrs. Lois Gilder publicity
chairman.

Revival Service
He is a member of the Socie- At New Bethel
ty of American Bacteriologists,

Last year, in Washington,
D. C., Dr. Johnson presented a
paper at Howard University for
a symposium on skin diseases
in the Negro.
Dr. Johnson and his wife, the
former Alva Marie Lewis, reside at 1720 21st Ave., with
their daughter and three sons,
Sunya Marie, Thomas Walter
Jr., Michael Alvin, and Darren
Leslie.
Dr. Johnson and his family
attend Holy Trinity Espiscopal
Church in Nashville. He is an
Alpha Phi Alpha.

dellintossis•union ave.
sontbiond ash

To File Suit
Against Allen

CSS

PHILADELPHIA
-(UPI)
- A complaint charging Philadelphia Phillies outfielder Richie Allen with punching a bartender will be filed Thursday,
attorney George Gershenfeld
-,aid Wednesday.

:

fashion sp,cielists I •Iset
18 to 60 ang 16'h to 3:/
1
2
t

Catherine's
California
Coat

Gershenfeld, who represents
bartender Patrick Bolton, 37,
Hatboro, said he would go before a magistrate with the complaint, and ask that a summons
, be issued for Allen.
Bolton, who tends bar in a
tavern in the Oak Lane section
of the city, charged in his
signed complaint that Allen
slugged him early Sunday when
he refused to serve him a
drink.
The bartender said the Phillies slugging star "appeared to
be intoxicated.''
General manager John Quinn
. declined to comment.
DR. T. W. JOHNSON
Allen made headlines about
- the same time last year when
he seriously injured his wrist.

the American Federation for , A revival service will begin
Clinical Research, the Ameri-, at the New Bethel Baptist
can Academy of Dermatology, Church at 907 S. Parkway East
the R. F. Boyd Medical Society, on Monday night. Aug. 26.
Speaking each night at 7:30
the Society of Investigative
Dermatology, the Association will be the pastor, Rev. Dave
of University Professors, and Bond.
the Volunteer State Medical The public is invited to the
services.
Society.

Zetas Reelect Grand Basileus
Bradham During Annual Boule
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50.00
Size.
161 to 281j

from sunny Caldera*
comes the perfect coat
for cold Memphis days
... Forstmann's fabulous pure wool fleece
is luxuriously warm yet
ligh in weight and handsome
as can be .. . rho split raglan
sleeve and st;',:h trimmed buttonholes are pt•re fashion ...
satin acefator lined, toe ...
choose pastel diodes of honey
beige or powder blue.

It's good business
to rent Rucks
from Carl Carson

MAIL ORDSRS:etdd 80e
postage plus 4% taxfor
Tenn. delivery

GettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
Get MoreDealer!

tF1SHER

A

artil:Pilsior
• iLLA••••••••••

j

STOUT SHOPPE

1925 UNION AVE.
275-1148
3250 SUMMER

324-4444

•

DOWNTOWN • 64 SO. MAIN • 527-6436
1992 UNION • 274-2665
UNION AVI. •
WNITENAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 394.0064

Pre Labor Day

3

TIRE SAL

''•

Good Church
Location
For Sale
•-•
Fairly new location. No other's,
churches in area. Small Negro Congregation can useithis substantial story-half
home until larger facility
are needed. Build new auditorium on extra corner lot.
Attach and convert old building for educational use
This is an unusual opportunity.
For information call

St

M. M. Hall, Broker
327-4222

ft

SAFETY CHAMPION

HOGUE & KNOTT

Nil4-PLY NYLON CM IMIS

FOOD STORES

with modern wrap-around high performance tread design

WANT'S TWO NICE CLEAN CUT
YOUNG MEN-TO LEARN TRADE"

9
6
8

Lowest prices of the year on

SIZE
6
7.0
5g-11 33

TUBELESS BLACKWALLS
1st TIRE
2nd TIRE
$2

1.00

*10.50

TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
at TIRE
2nd TIRE

*24.25

*12.12

Fed Excise
Tail
mar Ti,.)
8
92
1

.11

'own boor..

l'ileatcutter -Botcher"
Gold Working Conditions
And Benefits
AGE limit 19 10 25
APPLY D N GREENWOOD1318 No NOLLYWOOD ST

7.35-14
7.36-15

23.25

11.62

26.50

13.25

2
2 06
05

NATIONWIDE
GUARANTEE
No-Limit on MILES...
No-Limit on MONTHS

7.75-14
7.75-1 5

23.75

11.87

27.00

13.50

2.19
2 21

8.25-14
8.1 5-1 5

27.25

13.62

30.50

15.25

2.35
2.36

855-14
8.45-15

30.00

15.00

33.00

16.50

2l5
54
6

36.50

18.25

22.827

8 85-1 5
----900-15
All prices PLUS taxes and trade in tires off your car

FT 1.I. ilFFTIMP MIARANTISE osoimot &hots to tooriconot.
atop and rosionols end ell normal rood Award utjorloo onnoun
to,o,1
rtoorotior pootongor est too 0.. tam W. of 4..
I, otroblaneo t•ttb forms ot oor painted roorontot
row/46m4. Pro* rot roplootonsot pro ralml en anginal treed <lord.
wesr and haled ee Finnenn• aellutntsost prim I.rerioemeet
at Onto ot acloobnont Firotonne otlyunboust prioto
iobrrobot
SO. but roar not, toprownt apporonnotot rornot oven.. okbeit
pies. and aro dubise• to thane. onthtste no*.

NO MONEY DOWN
Take months to pay

1781 So. Third - 942-2405

Hurry!Sale ends Sat., Aug. 31!Don't miss out
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House Otfiee: 236 South Danny Thomas Boulevard — JA 6-8397
•
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Police And The Black Community

Top officials of Memphis City Government have
Ignored
suggestions and plans aimed at improving reSubscription rates: One year, $8; six months, $3.50, (2-year
special Sublations
scription rate $10) The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibi
between the police force and the local black
lity for
unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos. Published Every Thursday
citizenry. Substantial improvement is desperately
by the New
Tri-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid at Memphis,
needed if the Memphis rift between the police and
Tennessee,
Under Act of March 2, 1879.
black citizens is to be alleviated and if future civic
disorders are to be avoided.
National Advertising Representatives
••
When the residents of an area do not trust the poAMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
lice nor their city officials and are in fact fearful of
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
them as the residents of some parts of Memphis are, the
cooperation the police need from citizens to reduce
Serving 1,000,004 Negroes in the Tri-State Area
crime is missing and the atmosphere is ripe for the
anti-social work of those who are frustrated beyond
hopes of a better tomorrow. An example of distrust
of the police and city government took place duriwg
the SCLC Convention, city officials seemed to roll out
the red carpet for the delegates yet the police dept.
was in full riot dress, many showed nasty attitudes
Retention of John F. Hatchett as
toswain
the delegates.
But Mr. Hatchett sees nothing antiNOT UNIQUE
director of the Martin Luther King, Semitic in
his article. This, then, raises
This situation is not unique to the city of MemJr. Afro-American Center was a wise the question
whether or not he has the
phis. The findings of the recent sociological studies
decision on the part of New York Uni- qualities
conducted for the Kerner Commission bear out the
of the intellect that would enversity. Etatchett became the center of able
assumpt
ion that policemen are disturbed and feared
him to sense the damaging impact
by ghetto residents across the nation that, in turn,
a storm after writing an article charg- of his anti-raci
al statements.
those residents are disturbed and feared by the police.
ing that Negro pupils were being menNew York University, obviously,
Perhaps the findings of the Chicago Riot Study
tally poisoned by Jewish teachers and
Commiss
ion might provide a basis through which this
acted on the presumption that Hatchett
administrators and "their power-s,tarved
mutual
fear
can be eliminated.
T.
,
r
0
414•Ingliali
ttecIP.MirairPOSIMINIIMWAINIA.
111.11111111111111OF
is basically in agreement with the view
POSSIBLE SOLUTION
imitators, the black Anglo-Saxons."
that a university is an open academic
Certainly any solution to the Problem must inSuch rash and unfounded conclusions communi
volve a greater sense of community participation in
ty, where all administrators
led to the inference that Hatchett was
policy-making decisions. But it must also involve better
must demonstrate their freedom from
recruiti
ng and better training by the police and the
not the right man for the job of adany racial or religious bias.
In an interview at the open
creation
of a belief among the city's residents that a
ministering a center dedicated to interjog session of Democratic ParChi
Conventio
police
at
who misbehaves will not escape proper punishn
The decision to retain Hatchett was ty National
racial understanding in the spirit of Dr.
Amphicago's International
ment.
This
is one of the main factors in citizens feelmade at the suggestion of former Jus- theatre, the Rev. Andrew
King.
ing
distrust
of
for police.
tice Arthur J. Goldberg who, after a Young, first Vice-President of
If
possible
questi
black police should be placed in black
of
on
the
said
SCLC,
Once the initial error was made, the
careful inquiry, felt that Hatchett under- which delegation will represent'
g communities, particularly young officers who have
University feared that an abrupt revercut to
Black power must be more lived in the communities
MEN OR STILL BOYS?
stood the injustice and dangers "in- Georgia was one which Ameriand know the problems facparty in
the
roots
of
on the idea that black
sold
the
worse,
For
better
there
is
or
sal might expose it to, the kind of caming that community. Our black police are allienated
herent in the kind of criticism he ca.
still a big difference between brains or more powerful than
pus uprisings that almost wrecked Comen and boys. Black militants, black brawn. Black hands with from many sectors of black community, because they
voiced."
"It is a question of who shall in that connection, might do bottles, matches, bricks, or
control the Democratic party well to remember that obser- even guns, are not as power- do not speak out when they see injustice taking place.
lumbia last spring.
in America the politicians from vation.
ful
as black brains backed Black officers should not fear for their jobs when they
Ithe deep South or the black peo- Negroes. or black people as with black respect for know- see an injustice done, they should be
commended for
ple who have consistently de- many perfer, fought a long ledge. The black bravery that
speakin
g
out.
If
they
were
to
form
a black alliance to
livered the South to the party." time to get white folks to stop will lead a black male to defy
calling black, brown and in- established power to the point the Chicago organization, much disorder could be
The Rev. Young spoke about
digo men "boys.'' Even to- of hurling his body under the avoided.
the contending factions led by day,
most cutting insult to a wheels of a truck is not as ef- DECENTRALIZATION OF
POWER TO CONTROL
Rep. Julian Bond and Gov. black
male, no matter his age, fective for progress as black
Lester Maddox.
Another solution to the problem may be for
is to be, called boy. Even the courage that will enable him
The Labor Department's drive for
Pride, the Washington, D.C., project Rep. Bond contends the Mad- black pre-teenage kids resent to out think his adversaries.
Pflemphis to move in the same direction of decentralizbegun
last summer to provide training dox delegation does not repre- being referred to as boy. And Now, here's the nitty-gritty ing the power to control police policies.
equal opportunity for Negroes is meetof this item: It has been a
sent all the people of Georgia it is understandable.
This would give to elected _civilian boards in at
ing with success. Already three labor and work experience for young Negroes and was chosen along
racial But there is one aspect of sad observation by those seleast
being
called
two experimental Neighborhoods the power to
boys
that
black
unions and a major paper firm have re- has received 3.8 million from the Labor lines, which violates the rules people need to keep in mind. riously concerned with night
school attendance in Memphis, pick police personnel and establish police policies.
of the Democratic party.
There are such things as that black women outnumber'
acted favorably. They have amended Department to continue and expand its 1
In speaking to this point, "boys". And "boys" do not black men ten to one in the OBJECTIONS
work.
their collective bargaining agreement to
There are objections to this formulation. Some
Rev. Young said, "This is more think and act like men, no night classes. The same might
•
matter
they
how
insist
that
than
just
also
said
be
about
day
the
school
question
seem
of
the
to think that the plan fragment control over the
This shows how much can be acinsure equality in job seniority for Neseating of a delegation," be they be so considered. The attendance. There are more police,
results in policies that might differ from one
complis
hed
in
the
labor
market
when
human male, no matter his girls than boys in the classes.
groes.
said.
race, has to grow into the The same is true for colleges. part of the city to the next, make policemen subject to
the right kind of pressure is brought to
One wonders what's happening. far too much low level pressure,
The Department's nationwide cam- bear on industry. If the other Federal "The Maddox delegation was status and stature of a man.
and control of the
chosen in the tradition of All of the foregoing was
True, there are a lot of es- police into a political context
paign against racial and other discrimi- departments would act with the same "boss" rule of such men as; presented t make a baisc tablished
where elections could
reasons why more
be conducted over a particular officer's conduct.
Talmadge, Eastland and Rus- point. The basic point here is Negro
or black girls remain
nation has resulted in many improve- firmness and consistency, the wall of sell.
that
too
many
black
militants
INVALI
D OBJECTIONS
class
in
than black males. But
discrimination erected against the black
don't know enough inside of in this day of new militancy
ments in the manpower programs it adThese
"The
Bond delegation was their heads to be classified
objectives have little or no validity in the
worker would soon crumble into dust.
among black youth, the old
chosen in open convention.
ministers.
light of the immensity of the program facing large
as men, regardless of the reasons become out dated.
If
"The Democratic party is length of the hair on top.
the black man really wants urban centers like Memphis. Fragmentation may well
They
do
not
have
enough
being watched by black people ,
to "be on the case" these days, be the only effective means of
meeting the explosive
all over America, because respect for the important facts he's got to know more than
situatio
n
of
life.
in
short,
In
various
too
many
localitie
s.
All
the segments of an
how to burn a building or loot
what it does will tell black
black militants don't really a store. And
that's just telling urban community do not have the same problems or
people what they can expect know
what's happening out- it like it is.
from the party once they are
side of their common miser- Loyal black militant groups the same grievances against the police. And a civilian
in power."
board would go a long way toward the people of the
ries of being black people in will garner leads more
respect
"This is a crucial decision the United States.
communi
ty to which he is assigned.
for themselves if they lead a
The struggle for supremacy which the barrel-there is no question as to what for the party,
one which will They don't kntw enough movement for black male atMemphi
s policemen are seldom unbraided or
have far reaching effects on about economics, about poli- tendance at the available adult
two major parties are waging presents course the Negro voter will follow.
the future of the party in. tics, the nation's or their own education classes this school punished by their superiors for excessive use of force
history.
They
don't
black Americans with an opportunity un-,
have year. They will do the com- or for naked brutality in making
arrests or quelling
The choice is inevitable. President America.''
enough respect for education munity a great deal of
basic disorders. A civilian board
equal in its political possibilities. The
similar
grasp
to the one the
to
for
it.
work
to
get
it,
good
they
if
emphasize their
Johnson has done much to bring the
BLACK KNIGHTS asked Mayor Loeb to institute
or even do much serious think- realization that mastery
of
issues are clear and clean -cut. With the
,
ing abot,t it. They don't do one book will get more
black man into the fnain stream of Amerresults would see to it that policemen tow the line in carrying
Read
The
enough serious reading. The than the throwing of ten
notable exception of the dubious merits
bricks. out their orders. Citizens who
ican society, and has raised the Negro
find themselves in conresult is doubt about their The Invaders ought
to lead
of further intensification of military Re I
flict with an arresting officer have no place,
Tri-State
claims to being a real man.
their
followers
into
an
"inshort of
status nearer to the goal of full citizenIf the bad situations are to vasion" of all the night
court action, of registering their complaints with
schools,
tion in Vietnam, the other issues are so
Defender
a
. be solved on the basis of and demand more if
ship than any other chief executives
needed. reasonable expectation of
satisfaction. This is why they
knowledge, facts at hand, Such an invasion ought
sharp in contrast that they leave no room
to
be
since Lincoln.
Memphis'
resort to violence as their answer to police brutalit
information and respect for a major phase of their
proy.
for fence straddling.
know-how, then black power is gram of black militancy
Community participation in policy-making de.
Then
'Soul Voice'
But President Johnson is not running
going to have to place more will begin the real
"march" to cisions is surely one of the
Civil rights, slum poverty, ghetto up,
stress on black knowledge realization of the black
processes by which the re"man"
for re-election. Vice President Humphrey,
black mastery of facts, and image . . . rather
than the lations between police and the black community in
risings are problems that call for deter_ ;real education.
from present indications, seems to be the
"boy" designation
cities across the country might be improved.
mination either in the affirmative or
Democratic Party's cfioice for the Presinegative sense. It must be one or the
dency. -Though Humphrey's civil rights
other; but not both. Republicans and
record, even before he was Vice PresiDemocrats must choose side. The Negro
dent, was immaculate, Negro leaders
vote has accumulated such mathematishould exact from him, if he gets the
cal strength since the last Presidential
nomination, all meaningful commitments
election that it is no longer of peripheral
that would advance the status of the
importance. That vote is today a major
black man in the United States.
factor in the equation of electoral power
even below the Mason and Dixon Line.
A national committee of black leaders (Special Feature, in five illus- exists in the
jungle of white shambling idiot, without inrefusal to accord black -men les now
trated installments)
from various geographical points and
society, not on patronage but curring the wrath
must face the fact Of
his former the recognition due them AS
The black vote has volted the racial
various organizations should be formed There's a revolution going on. on his ability and pride as a white master.
male
dominanc
e
members
of society.
After 349 years of oppreswall of opposition and put Negro repreTherefore, It was up to the They have
at once and be ready to submit their de- sion, including 103 years of sec- man.
existed
Women
on
patronwho
With this overdue adjustment woman, the generally accepted
sentatives in scores of Southern legislahave
been
age and in fear, lest the slightmends to the Democratic Party's stand- ond class citizenship, black 01 the black man's role comes black
taught to assume the reins of
—
to
assume
tures where none had been since the Rethe
burdens
est
show of manhood bring,
people in America are coming an equal adjustment in
family leadership are now
ard bearer.
the role inferior — whether white or
findof age.
construction era. As a result of intelliof black women.
ing their roles contested.
of care and sustenance for
Now
comes
Although
the revolution.
at times erupting 'While slaves, it was the black
I
gent concentration of the Negro vote, In the ebb and flow of the tides of pomany black families.
Black men no longer fear A great readjustment is hi
into an urban revolution of woman alone who could
main- Able to move about with their
two Negroes were elected mayors-one in litics, only numbers Count. The Negro guns and violence,
fate at the hands of so- progress. Black men are deit is pri- tain some semblance of human more
Gary; and one in Cleveland, two indus- vote this year more than ever has the marily a revolution that grips dignity without fear of retalia- black freedom, frequently the ciety. They have come forth, manding of their women a rewoman became the prin- demanding manhood
and are spect and consideration equal
trial centers of no ordinary consequence. relevant density to tilt the scales on the the minds and emotions of peo- tion. The black man must feign cipal wage-earner in the famito that they have received from
being heard.
ple. A great awakening, upon Ignorance, uselessne
ss and, be ly. As a result, she often beI side of the black man's choice.
the outside world.
which one discovers what it is dominated lest the
Demanding
and
receiving
These are only a preview of the power
white man came the actual head of the
manhood at the hands of soNixon cannot win the election without to feel continuity with the past. see in him a trace of humanity
With this demand for respect,
family, leaving the black hus- ciety,
of the black vote. The 1968 elections will
Because
they now demand recog- comes an equally
of
the
renaissance to be suppressed Even to the band
the black vote. Neither can Humphrey.
forceful deand father further emas- nition of their
of black culture and pride, the point of death
reveal the full potential of that vote.
manhood from mand that the black woman
culated by his inability to play their women
alNegro leadership must not fumble this masculinity he took for
low ,herself and her womangrant- With freedom came
Now that GOP Presidential nominee
new the primary role even in- his Women who have
golden opportunity to make its power ed as he prowled the African'kind of domination by thea black
in the past hood to be respected. She
home
is
Nixon has delivered himself into the
hush in search of great beast woman
been able to feel superior be- faced with the
felt.
Although, free, the This atmosphere of
necessity of
female cause of better earning power acquiring
He is finding himself economl- black man
camp of the Dixiecrats, lock, stock and
a new femininity.
could not raise him- dominance has been perpetuat-

The Hatchett Case At NYU

17.41ASN't LIKE THIS AT REHEARSAL!

Call Delegation
Issue Black-White
Power Battle

A Point

Of View

Labor Department In Action

Black Leaders' Chance

Death - Defying Black Activists W inning
Long Submerged Respect Of Many Women
a

rally and politically. He nowl self above
and better opportunities than She must learn
the level of the ed mainly by white
the luxury of
society's their black male contemporar- being
protected and cared for.
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•
SecurityTact
Tactics
cs
Criticized By Humphre

DEFENI)ER

President Hubert
Humphrey rapped Mayor Rich.
I
ard J. Daley's security
methods Monday on a television interview, the Daily Defender
rned.
Upon the Vice President's arrival to convention city Sunday, he said he "doesn't
like
barbed wire" and the "overpresence of police" around the
bate of the International Amphitheatre.
don't like gates closed,"
Humphrey said. "I like gates
opened. . I think it is a bad
thing for America."

Eugene Carter, manager of
the new. Apprenticeship Information Center at 43'North
Cleveland, said today that the
new office is seeking both
young
men eager to learn
trades and openings in the
craft unions for them.

dogs seek to guarantee
peace, 11,600 policemen are in
in the streets.
h deuce everywhere.
The dogs are used f
duty as guarding the Ohio
More than 2,000 federal) sestreet water filtration plant!cur" agents in plain clothes
against those who have threat- mingle with the crowds in
ened to pollute the city's drink- downtown streets, along the
ing water, and to patrol the street routes that lead to the
Amphitheatre.
roofs of downtown hotels.
The 7,500 regular army
Five hurfdred sheriff's deputroops are being kept out of ties and bailiffs
are on onesight unless needed. The 5,500 hour alert. More
than 6,000
Illinois National Guardsmen national guardsmen in the
East
are at five armories; patrols 1 St. Louis and Cairo
areas can
are seen in jeeps. The city's be airlifted to Chicago
in hours.

we have recruited, or had referred to us from other sources, about 40 young men interested in becoming brickmasons,
electricians, carpenters, plumbers, and others.

The Tennessee
of Employment Security set
up the new AIC, Mr. Carter
said. "Our offices are on the
second floor at 43 North Cleveland, over the Youth Opportunity Center office.
"We have been in business
officially, since May 1968, and

epartment's

ticeship Committee, can
be
sure they will be called within
a reasonable length of time by
unioh or an employer, Carter said. And when they go on
the job, they are paid —
ally — a wage above the legal minimum and are assured
of raises at regular intervals
until the apprenticeship is completed. Then they will receive

the full regular wage of a
journey man.
Mr. cCarter was formerly
manager of the TDRS neighborhood center in LeMoyne
Gardens public housing project.

Merged Alumni
Meet Planned

In the meantime, Chicago appeared to be its usual self except for the city's armed might
which was in hiding.

first

The

National Guard, and police
armed with big-bore shotguns
and accompanied by trained
•

Six Postal

These jeeps, equipped with barbed-wire frames,
were parked in Washington Park, Chicago where
800, members of the First Batallion. 178th In-

fantry, Illinois

National

Guard, are statongd.

The specially- equipped jeeps are to be used for

crowd

control should disorders erupt.

ed.

•

Douglas
M.
Brown, -2960
Dearing, was appointed assistant superintendent, Frayser
Station Post Office.
James H. Rook. 2565 Princeton, and Charles E. Evans,
4938 Corning, were promoted to
route examiners.
James E. Jackson,'749 Hamilton, was named vehicle operations analyst.
Wendell B. Phillips, 518 S.
Holmes, was appointed foreman of Mails at DeSoto Station Post Office.

74 nue

fts

-

I KNOW YOUR RIGHTS1

174 Smola *ea Xmas

ilimmummumm
PRIMARY
SCHOOL
TABLET

A

FIRST AND SECOND
GRADE RE G. 254

immummtimem
FIRST GRADE
PENCIL
WITH ERASER
LARGE SIZE
REG. 10t

-

mummomma
PENCIL PAK

180
4
80

8 PENCILS
TO PACKAGE
REG. 294

minummamma
LOOSE LEAF
BINDER

3

COMPOSITION
BOOKS
5 FOR'
60 PAGES
COIL BOUND
REG. 494 $
111111111111111111•11111111111111EN

(34c OFF 6 OR 10 OZ, INSTANT)

(OFF

3 HOLE
ASSORTED COLORS
RIG. 104

300 COUNT
RRST QUALITY
REG. 69t $
MI111110WWEIONIIIMMIIIMMI

MAXWELL HOUSE, CHASE & SANBORN,MARYLAND CLUB,FOLGERS

Youots..i

DUO-TANG
BINDER

mummumsom
FILLER PAPER
3 PKG.'S

With coupon below and $5 additional purchase

BASIC,GIENUINE,AUTIgNTIC
EASY REFERENCE,ITS

meeting

PRICES GOOD IN FOLLOWING STORES ONLY
1180 SOUTH BELLEVUE:
MC LENORE AND BELLEVUE
and
1917 SOUTH THIRD STREET:
SOUTHG ATE CENTER

1 IN. RING
BM CANVAS
REG. 59t

FREE 100
QUALITY
STAMPS

resst.-S-e.rs,v,-,K..z.z.),:-:a.iN

te(Pi RIOTS ASSOCIATES INC.!
1.
let
P.O.60X 472
VALLEY FOR4E PENN.
6_
ago
mat

alumni

since the merger of LeMoyne
and Owen colleges will hy-held
at 5:30 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 8,
in the Alumni Room located
in the Hollis F. -Price Library
on the LeMoyne-Owen campus.
Eisler L. .Henderson, presidentiPof the local Alumni Club,
said all graduates and former
students of LeMoyne and Owen
are invited to this meeting
which will launch an extensive
program for the next nine
months.
Refreshments will be serv-

Airborne troops of the regular army, combat-ready contingents of the Illinois Army

Benjamin H. Ashcraft, 799
Rosebanks rd., was named
superintendent
of
Riverside
Station,

D

the Apprenticeship Program ter and the services it can
sponsor or sponsors," Mr. provide for them," Mr. CarCarter said. "We emphasise ter said.
The telephone number at
the AIC office is 534-6312.
Apprentices, once accepted
for training by a Joint Appren-

Then the 'ice President told
of his disgust of barbed wire
calling it' "the ugliest symbol
of what I do not like."

Postmaster Lydel Sims announced
promotions for six
postal
e m ployees
effective
August 10th. They are:

Security

Apprenticeship Program, such is counselor.
"I would
.
_ like to meet with
as age, education, interest, and
Apprenticeship
Joint
potentials for the program de- every
sired, and to refer those who Committee in Memphis to exmeet these requirements to plain the functions of the Cen-

The Vice President said Ma, or Daley decided to take extreme precautions because
"evidence indicates that there
are people who would like to
rash into the hall, disrupt the
meetings, and so forth. . . That
1g a very bad thing. That is
arm trooper tactics. And they
are a minority."

Are Promoted

prentices)ip Information Center is staffed by Miss Thelma
Billingsley, formerly of McKenzie, Tennessee.
and
a
graduate of the Employment

"Our job is to learn from "GREAT" program, secretary.
McFarland, a graduate
them whether they meet the Art
Department requirements of a particular of Memphis State University,

' Humphrey said he
isn't
Against protest. "I have been
? protester myself," but
asserted protests "must be in the
spirit of nonviolence."

Employees

that final selection and placement is the perrogative of the
Apprenticeship sponsors."
The new office is the second
in Tennessee. The first Apprenticeship
Information
Center
was set up in Nashville two
years ago. The Memphis Ap-

New Center Seeks
Trainees For Trades

Gty's

Vice

PAGE 7

With

$5

CELLOPHANE
TAPE

Coupon below

8
80
7.
9

LARGE ROLL:
x 800 FT.
REG. 23t

%

additional purchase

0

111111111•11111111111MM1111111111111

GYM SHORTS

These Prices Good at Both Locations
LUMBER
trIt Spec, yr los SO. $12514
114 No. 2 TP Fig,
-SHIM
Wife' Primed
6191M
C.glotax siding

PRE-FINISHED
PANELING
Walnut
Hardboard

aft ea

$4.99 *a.
44 limit Birch
Alescutifo .••$3
ee•
Mahogany
4.11
$2.9S el.

PAINT

Outside Whit*

S219 gel.
$350 gel.
Inferior Latex
Fabrics Latex (oh.) $4 45 gal.
12-or. Caa SIPtY
105$ H.
Paint

PLAY TV's EXCITING

ee

SPECIAL

I

Ca* Delivered Price let Cits• %els so.

FLORIDA STREET STORE ONLY
9500 ITU, RCA Whirlpool Air Cond.
$149 ea.
Only 2 left
$1.99 gal.
White Leyte! Big 9
$95M
2:6-11'6" Std. and Btr. KD Spruce
09c sta.
2.4 Plywood
I lc sq. it.
Pure Vinyl Floor Tile
30" Copperfone Venta-Hood Complete ..519.95 •a.
(4 Now Motorola Color TVs. Must be sold—Willing
he take below cal-load cost.

IP

ret

235-Lb. 15-Yr. Bonded No. 1 Roofing
No Seconds- $5,88 sq. c.,, e•d CAr."0

1

up to

th11113
r!" $50

1000 N. HOLLYWOOD STORE ONLY
$49M
6" and IV YP decking

CHANNEL S
WMC-TV
7:30 P.M.
SUNDAY
NIGHT

$1.99 ea.

411 Misc. Pre-Finished Paneling,
2/04/1 Birch Doors
Whit. Metal Bass Cabinets

11,
w11th

WIN

$6.95 ea.
$15.95 ea.

.* SPECIAL NOTICE *
OUR FORREST CITY, ARK., STORE AT
1129 W. BROADWAY

OPEN FOR BUSINESS
Any Hem est available new will be in stock
within a few days

Play the exciting TV game
"Win With The Stars" every
Sundty Night, at 7:30 P.M.
oriChannel 5, WMC-TV. It's
a game the whole family
will enjoy. There are win-tiers each week and you
'
one ofthe lucky
could be
winners so pick up your
FREE Game Card a: BIG
STAR Today! No Purchase
necessary.

5:00

100

Moarse.•il House ,

•

EXTRA QUALITY

Maryland Club,

Chat. & Sanborn.

BUILDERS
SUPPLY,tot
41,

MEMPHIS,TENN.

M29 moire. moo N NOUYINI10

Sad946415SS X4327-4117

ALL SIZES

Mum alum Nom um
NYLON HOSE
2 PAIR
IN PACKAGE
98t VALUE

mommoommamm
BATH TOWELS
2 FOR
HEAVY WEIGHT
ASST. COLORS
REG. 98t

11110011111111101111MMIll

PLASTIC STORAGE
CONTAINER
QUART: 6 TO PAK
PINT: 10 TO PAK

'Ykoso Prices Goad One Weak Only—
CASH and CARRY
ii Trucks @volatile to •rransre
STORE HOURS, Monday through Ff4199-7:30 'II 5.30

Saturday, 1:00

ALL COTTON
WHITE

STAMPS

Folgore,Coffoo. ou, 39i

RIG. $1.25
WW.A§VMNO
LAY-A -WAY COUPON

ril2ST NAIIONAL

iANKAMERICARO

With Ulla oh .pon annd $6
additional purchase excluding tobacco,'milk. and frozen milk products. One coupon to a faintly Expires

SEPTEMBER 3RD

NOTE: $10 additional purchase
required to rodieortsellioth $5 purchase
coupon. .

With tids coupon -I t..!
additional purchase,*Kauai
ing tobacco, milk, and
h000n milk products. On.
coupon to a family. Expinta
SEPTENSER 310

OFF ON YOUR
TOY LAY-A-WAY'w

Vil4W4Wt01114V-14Vile)

9
6
8
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Leath. Club
To Present
Charity, Show
Members Of the Leath Social
Service Club completed plans
for their annual Fashion and
Charity Show to be presented
at Club • Rosewood on Sunday,
Sept. 15, from 5 to 9 p.m.
The narrator for the fashion
show will be Robert "Honeyboy" Thomas of Radio Station WDIA.
The club met recently at the
home of Mrs. Annie M. Wiley
of 1386 Adelaide St., with the
: president, Mrs. Mary L. Taylor in charge of the meeting.
A report was given about
the tour of St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, and it was
voted unanimously to make
it the club project of the year
All friends are asked to attend
the fashion show

P-,
teeiw
.
•

..•

WITH

FORMER

STU-

is

ini
,
ttai4
",
.

•

•••••,,,

she prepares to cut cake at

Reid, Mrs. Mallie Tomp-

DENTS — Five of Mrs.

reception

kins, Mrs. Lola

Rowland,

held In the roceptioa room

Pearl Crawford's former

100th birthday anniversary.

Mrs. Crawford, Mrs. Alice

of the Alcy Seventh Day

students pose with her as

From left are Mrs. Cora I.

Watkins and

Adventist

honoring

her

Mrs. Jennie

M. Tarpley. The affair was

Church.

(Me-

Christen Photo)

The Quality Remains ...
Long After The Price Is Forgotten
You'll wear Stacy-Adams shoes
for years-knowing they're the
finest you can buy. Fine handcraftsmanship. . .rich styling. ..
luxurious leathers. . . assure you
instant and everlasting comfort—
plus smart good looks that'll carry
you through many geasons.

LEO KING
30/60 DAY CHARGE

6 MONTHS REVOLVING CHARGE

Cinnamon Brown. Genuine gligator Black only. Black smooth calf and
lizard. Moccasin overlay front com- genuine shark-skin gored. Slip-on,
bine with rich brown .smCooth Calf. leather lined, leather rub. heel.12
Goredtop slip on.. Leather lined. edge sole.
Falling leavcs iL camei cus kil‘vays seem to go tog,ler ,,erectly and
Joh-n Meyer of Norwich has updated the classic camel coat with vertical
pockets and wc't stiching. The "Michigan Coat" is double-breasted and
sperts leathcr buttons for these who like knzwing that they're in step.
with the latest fashion trend.

•

$4900

•

$4100

Senator Says Humphrey Will Back
Loyal Democrats At Convention
JACKSON. Miss..-- Sen. Wan been i)c case in Mississippi.

the

-eating

of any delegation

ter F. Mondale (DFL-Minn'). "Today, the Vice-President based on racial discrimination,
has authorized me to tell you and to support in its place
national co-chairman of'the he supports your
challenge. any delegation sincerely try-

. United Democrat for Humphrey, has told the integrated
Loyal Democrats of Mississippi that Vice-President Hubert H. Humphrey will support
their delegation's efforts to be
seated at the Democratic National Convention in Chicago.
Senator Mondale made the
pledge to the 44-member delegation, composed of half Negroes and half whites at the
Loyal Democrat'• state convention in the Masonic temple
on Jackson's Lynch street.
The Loyal .Democrats of
Mississippi
are
reorganized
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party with the addition of
NAACP
members-.
Masons.
lks, Teacher groups" and
FL-CIO unionuypporters. ,
nator Mendale also indic d that the Vice-President
wi recommend that the Specia Equal Rights Committee
of
Democratic National
Corn
tee be made permanent
—18 sup •rt efforts of the Loyal
Democrats to Wild "a new
Demo ratic Party-in the state."
Tbet special committee was
established as 4s ...result of the
MFDP's challeiage of the regular Mississippi Democrats at
the 1964 convention in Atlantic City when two MFDP members, were/ seated along with
the -regulars who then walked
out.
•
"Like the rest of us, Mondale told the ne* -fully, Interracial Mississippi group. "the
Vice-President has been impressed with the conscientous
progress made by Democratic
leaders • in many Southern
states. But Sadly, this has not

Carrie'
Florist

Furthermore, he will com- ing to live up to the spirit of
municate his support of your the rule."
challenge to the first meeting
After reports of the action
of the Credentials Committee
of the recent Convention of the
in Chicago next week." The
regular Mississippi Democratic
Fashion's newest dictate, e dirndl, has
Credentials Committee begins
party reached Washington, the
meeting Monday. August 19.
been
improved upon—by adding back-wrap
Vice-President was the first
Senator Mondale was chair- national political figure to act,
closing, patch \pockets and a tie belt. Tuck
man of the Credentials Sub- Senator Mondale pointed out.,
in a striped long-sleeved sweater, top off with
committee at the 1964 conven- He referred to the regular
a perky.beret, pull on color-coordinated kneetion which produced the rule party selecting only four Negrol
socks and presto! — instant fashion news'
that no f u t ur e
nvention delegates.
would seat a delegáton when The Senator said Vice-Presi-.
a challenge showed that it had dent Humphrey contacted al of New Jersey, chairman of the
been selected by a discrimina- group of prominent Americans,I Special Equal Rights Committory process.
asking them to form a Com- tee end the Credentials Com,Senator
Mondale recaped mittee to Support the Missis- mittee, to investigate the chargthat, speaking for the Vice- sippi Challenge, and:
es of discrimination in the sePresident in Mississippi in The Vice-President also asked lection of the regular delega1966, he -pledged "to oppose Governor Richard J. Hughes;tion.

•s

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY 1
The Tri-State Defender Goes OP Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
f
ALDALE
he.

CASH GROCER
r•giCrl

150

SUNi.,ALOvi SLJNDRY
1092 Chelsea
V'S ['RUG STORE
2147 Rrodd Aven1,0
BtLL'S SUNDRY
917' t- 16,-cirdlle
•
'
very Open 7 Days
COLL [-GE ST. SUNDRY
•
1140 College
*CENTRAL PRESCRIPTIPN
SHOP
• 550 Vance
• -EWING ESS0 SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD R9AD DRIVF11221 99 Ford soacr—
GEOP.GE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Fir•stone
POLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Par., Ave.
'3244322
GOSS PHARMACY
418 Welke; A
HAWKINS GRILL
1247c. Me Lerner@
J. 8. SUNDRY
615 Yonc• Avenue

DRIVE.O4' GROCERY,
1560 5
.
. Perkwey E.
JEPFERSON GROCERY

Gift

Shop .

44*

FL OWE RS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS,
Fun•ral Flow•ers Cut Flowers
Cer sagesiii---/Aotted Plonts
We Delivet
Mrs Carri• Liggins
11014 Nelson
,
Mrs, L01
527-5193
GM S. W•llington
944228
1464613

4791 Hot% L8ke'itet.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Porle Avenue
452-3101
Speedy Deltverv
PARK KWICK DRIVE INN GPO.
2268 Pod( Ave.
BELLE VUE 7,11 DRIVE INN GRO,
1804 S. B•Ilevue
J&J SUNDRY
2119 Chelsita Ave.
PEARSON GRO.
3510 Weever Rd.
S

[AUJ F MAN D.RrVE.IN
GROCERY
•129 L ouaerdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
•
1287 Vollentine
2
F2r6
e
:
9h Meats & 149.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
272-3112
F•ne Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 StIv•rogo
34
MG9GOZne
EcN ,SUNDRY
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avant."
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magni,nes & N•wspocuRts
All Out 01 Town News°CDC'S

N. Mc n
526-9648
13

ORIOLE DRUG
1 014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service
POST OFFICE BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG #2
209 Boole
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. B•Ilevurt 13141.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Pori...Soy E.
948-4531

yr.,ELA. PE xALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE.IN GROCERY
178 W. Mttchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. mcL•rw•
948-4576
Pr•s. & Del. Servtce.
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1 046 Thomas
525-8811 - 526-97?
Pr•scr.pf,o, & Dr
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chitls•a
276.2588
Pres. & D•I. S•rvice
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood

$380°
Black or Brown polished, kid low
Weber,rubber heel, 12 edge sole,
white sole stitching, black-polished kid.

e.TEASLEY JONES• RAGLAN
Oa SOUTH NAL% STREET

When I take a case, I thoroughly
study Ale background.
Events happening years before,
can win a day in court,'

”Maybe that's why I picked
Gordon's London Dry Gin.
Good English background.
Dry the way I like
Charles E Lloyd, Attorney, Advisor to the Slauson-Washington
Coordinating Council, Counsel for The Bank of Finance. Advisor to Operation
Bootstrap, is one of the most successful young lawyers in the Southwest.

TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC 'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave,,e
LLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. McL•rnore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspepurs & Magazine*
From All Towns
115 Monroe Av•nu•
526-9920
LENOW SUNDRY
2086 Ch•Isio
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGt
S. Bollovuo 8G111
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Lot+tom
GENERAL DRUGS

281 W. mito••ii

Gordon's Giri. created in London. England 01769.
It's the biggest seller 117 England. America and the world i
FISIMMT IS P.S. A. 1001 NEUTRAL 'mins DISTILIAO 510111 GRAIN

90 PROOF GORDON 5 DRY GOO CO . LID . LINDEN
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Memphis Pan-Hellenic Council
Meets For Fellowship Dinner

Page 9
every

is opened
Wednesday
morning.
Jesse James is president of
club, and Mrs. Vera Moton
the
show
will
Mrs.
be
Erma
L.
Employment
Service,
In
and
The Klondyke Civic Club is
reporter.
the number is 526-9596.
sponsoring a King and Queen Slidham.
contest and Tea at its Civic
Sponsors are Mrs. Freddie
desiring to work
Club building at 943 Volientine
Gatlin, Mrs. Vera Moton and Women
on Sunday, Sept. 1, from 4 to
should see Mrs Lois Farmer,
Mrs. Joe Chrysler The public
7 p.m.
who is in charge of the eeryis invited
ice. Some 200 women of North 1;i1
The narrator for the fashion The club now hae a Phone-Memphis have been placed. It ,

Klondyke Club To Present Tea Next Sunday

In spite of sweltering tem- and social
endeavors. Though the heads and general memperatures, Greek-letter organi- e
generation gap" exists bership to attend the monthly
zations hit a new peak in re- between
graduates and under- programs at the Sarah R.
lations at Memphis Pan-Hel- graduates, it
is believed that Brown Branch YWCA. Of spelenic Council's Fellowship Din- they can work
together to solve cial interest will be: Civic Comner on Monday, August 19.
problems and share more com- mittee Discussions,
An At
Graduates and undergrad- mand new
directions' of par- Series, C h r istinas Project
uates gathered at the Malibu ticipation by
House in early evening to enjoy undergraduates graduates and Book Exhibit for Goodwill Boys
.
Clubs and Athletic League at
"cool sips" and a delicious The graduate
sorority chap- the Abe Scharff Branch YMCA.
chicken dinner. On hand early ter sorotity
chapters respond- Attendance was registered
to greet the representatives ed to the request of a
"Calen- and introduced
in
groups.
were Mrs. Cherie P. Roland of dar of Events" for
"Sigma Corner" developed by Aretha Franklin, known affecSigma Gamma Rho Sorority variety of activities 1968.-69. A
planned in the basileus, Bernice Fowler, tionately to her fans as "Lady
and MPHC Chairman and Mrs. public interest to support
their Maridelle Adams, Mattie An- Soul" is seen above signing
Bernice Callaway of Zeta Phi service projects
are:
derson, Willa Davis, Ernestine autographs for fans, during the
Beta Sorority and MPHC Re- Alpha Kappa Alpha
Banquet
Townsend,
Sorority
Azalee . Malone, SCLC Convention
cording Secretary.
—"Magic World of Fashions" Clara Hill and Maria Butler. held at the Club Paradise last
Carl Johnson of Alpha Phi November 10; Delta Sigma' "Kappa
the
Corner" was formed week. Miss Franklin was
Alpha Fraternity and MPHC Theta Sorority— "non- Fashpopular
special
.guest
and
star
early with Isaac White, Donald
Vice Chairman was able toast- ion Flair" October or Novem- Jackson,
Joseph Jordan and singer Ed Ames was master of
master. The program highlight ber "Breakfast for Milady, 1 R
L. Wynn, Jr., mphc Par- ceremonies on ABC-TV's color,
was the Discussion Topic, October or November
liamentarian and immediate special "SINGER PRESENTS
Towards Better Graduate— "Breakfast f o r
THE SOUNDS OF '68. (PHOTO
Milady past chairman.
Undergraduate Relations" led April 26; Sigma Gamma Rho
Likewise "Delta Corner" with BY CONTINENTAL)
by Mrs. Callaway.
Sorority— "New Folk Crusa- president, Ernestine
CunningThe discussion was centered ders" January 12: Zeta Phi ham, Marion Morrison,
Mattie flowed to the long center table.
Beta
around
four
Sorority— 9The Best of Crossley, Katherine
P's—Purposes,
Terrell and Alpha president George Clark,
programs, Problems, and Pro- Broadway" April 1
Emma Primous, MPHC Cor- secretary A. B. Owen, Jr.,
jections. Varied reactions con- Memphis Pan-Hellenic Coun- responding
Edison Morrison MPHC TreaSecretary.
sisted of many worthwhile con- cil's 1968-69 Program was re- Loretta
surer, Jethro Alexander and
Kateo, Zeta basileus,
tributions a n d suggestions. leased. It will be implemented had at
Custer McFalls.
her sides two
underRecognition was qiven to fly.- with Committee responsibilities -graduates.
Omegas were Odell Nathaniel
Essie Ford and
Willard Bell, Washington Butneed of Memphis Greeks to be- of three representatives from Minnie Giver.
come more involved politically the eight member organiza- The Alphas and Omegas ler and William Pace.
AKA's at the long table were
and to engage in more civil tions. Invitations are extended shared a "corner" which
overRosetta Pace, Gwendolyn Williams Freda Greene and Juanita Chambers. Phi Beta Sigma
answered present when Cecil
Goodlow read a report for an
absent brother.
And thus ended the fruits
of the efforts of the Program
Committee, chaired by AKA
Velma Lois Jones, who was
still down Mexico way.

Have A Lot Of
LACK PRIDE.

'Get your
pilot light turned on
NOW...

Memphis Girl
Receives GED
Certificate
:-J•v,-OW:
No;-

lt
i Ass a a As

-A.346

41:aidk.43NLc;.,:

Great way to save time.'Keep a Iisrof your own frequently called numbers. Makes calling faster. Accurate, too. Because you can refer to the number as
you dial. Helps you eliminate wrong numbers.

ASTORIA. Ore. — Deborah
Ann Singleton, 17, of 1686 Kansas, Memphis, has received
her General Education Development certificate from Tongue Point Women's Job Corps!
Center here.
This certificate, awarded'
after she passed an examination with scores equal to or
higher than those required by
the 28 states that issue high
school equivalency certificates,,
is generally accepted by employers in lieu of a high school!
diploma.
She had been studying for the
test since enrolling at the center in October, 1967. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Margaret
Stewart.
Tongue Point is operated by
the University of Oregon under a contract with the federal Office of Economic Opportunity, with
Philco-Ford!
Corp., as sub-contractor providing vocational training in
health aide occupations, drafting, food service occupations,
electronics assembly, and business and clerical occupations.1
A remedial and supplementary
general education program isi
also provided for an enrollment of 730 young women agedi
16 to 21.
-9

before the shivering begins!
Cold weather's closer than you think. And when the
first chilly morning arrives, you'll wish your pilot light
was turned on. Get it done now. This'll give you time
for any needed furnace repairs, and you'll be set for
winter without one uncomfortable moment. Call your
heating contractor, listed in the Yellow Pages. Or if
you want us to inspect and light your pilot light, mark
"yes" on this mcnth's utility bill.

Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division
-////

///////,

'/'

/, /

/

FORD CITY'S '68
FORD CLOAEMIT SALE
YOUR
TRADE-IN
IS WORTH
MORE
NOW!

So full of
sunshine...

40V///////,

•

We Need
Clean Used
Cars and Will
Trade High
To Get Them

Tem Burnett currently one of this mondi• loading salesman. Formerly a Continental Baking Co. Route Soleunon,
Paratroop 503 4111. He invites all of his friends to com•
out and see him soon for th• best deals.

LOOK AT THESE- MONEY-SAVINFI.EXAMPLES
NEW '68 MUSTANG N.T.

NEW '68 THUNDERBIRD

NEW '68 FALCON

Radio, heater, wheel covers, wsw
tires. Mtr. No. 8F0111215191

Landau, full power, air plus stereo
tap*. No. 8Y87N136255

Wsew tires, tinted glass, 200 cubic
engine. Mtr. No. 8K10T239326.

Was

OLD Mr. BOSTON

LIGHT RUM

1295

Was

5847

Now

'4595

NEW '68 TORINO FASTB1

NEW '68 GALAXIE 500 4 dr.
Cruisomatic, 390 /V-8, air, power
steering, wsw, tinted glass, deluxe
trim. Mtr. No. 8G54Y249844.

$3189

Now

/495

Was

$4098

Now

vv.s 2576

Now

1989

'68 DEMOS & EXEC.

Like New

1165

SAVE $1100

and
uP

These And 250 More Offered At Unbelievable Close-out Prices
2780 Poplar

*um N pow me IOST001 OiStitt tit INC

Now

Power disc, brakes, wide oval tiros
radio, 390 V8. Mtr. No.8A42Y288369.
Was

..it calls for
glasses!

2785

HULL-DOBBS FORD CITY

aoston. MAU

We Wes. An

"World's Largest Ford Dea!ers"

Types Cars and Trucks Anywhere in U.S.A.. Puerto Rico, and Hawaii.
•••

323-8363

•

,
•

Silver Leaf Club

THE KR0GtR REVOLUTIO

YOU CAN
'LOW
YOUR
FOOD COSTS
WITH
N

_

Slashed
Prices

6

Planning For Tea

BY MOn

BABY

59

Ivory Liquid
ALL FLAVORS EXCEPT HAM

STRETCH Hand Made Wig

LB

29C

•

LONG FALLS
$2995 $3995
WIGLETS
695
LARGE WIGLETS
$1495

_$129

When you buy Kroger Tenderoy brand
Beef, the quality is always guaranteed.
N o sprays or chemicals ore ever added
to Tenderay• It is tendered NATURALLY
to taste best.

!

TAPPAN RANGE -30"
gas range with fullwidth oven: Char-Krome
; broiler; matchless lighting - $ 139
FIRST NATIONAL

•••

EXTRA
Top Value

/11

la;
ve

with this coupon and
•

Downtown

IMO

•

TOP

Top Value Stamps
FrCiqerTITITITITITITIMITITNITIM3er'

LOOK! Truetone"
Personal Portable

ore conveniently located at

6"0

3 6 BOTTLE CARTONS

at Western Auto

REDEMPTION
CENTERS

es,

vekiwit A-;

BUM STORE

$5.00 additional purchase.
excluding tobacco and fresh or frozen milk products:
Good thru Tues. Sept. 3 Limit One,

with this coupon and $5.00 additional
purchase, excluding tobacco and fresh or frozen milk
products.
Good thru Tues, Sept. 3. Limit One.

6
No

CLOSED MONDAYS

Sliced Bacon
\

49c

10 EARS

69c

FRESH, TENdt*R

Yellow Corn

Congratulations
Mrs, Liman woiford
Address 637 N. Second Si.
JUST CALL MRS. PHILLIP
AT 743-2630 AND WE'LL SEN

YOU A GIFT CERTIFICAT
GOOD FOR 1,500 TOP VALUE
STAMPS'

•An equal
opportunity
employer

'F..,,c diontelo,

77

IstelGrIp
Neu*
30 .

XC5424

/07804

9-Volt
UlTransistor
Battery

2
Padded
Banana
Saddle!

"56,

LB.

III

Ft. Vinyl
ardor,Hose

SO

Save 44%

BroileroR Fryer QUARTERS LB. 33c
Fresh Picnics
LB.29
COUNTRY STYLE

NO
MONEY
DOWN!

Trade-In Needed!

Easier Washdays with
Big Capacity "Imperial!'

TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY

KROGER FRESH SPLIT

88

•Weighs just 13 pounds!
•13.noc v3its pr.ture pow—

10 am. —

eAnninnata.rl°9er

...the family store
ALOG
and
ORDER
ClEt•sresuk

... and you
don't need cash!

1520 UNION AVE.
EASTGATE CENTER
WHITEHAVEN PLAZA
FRAYSER PLAZA

1 UPS, PEPSIS
$100
or COKES

CLEAN & STYLE
$5.00

BANKAMERICARD

tee n4his' Greatest Store

Mrs. D. C. Jordan
Address 735 Roanoke
JUST CALL MRS. PHILLIPS AT
743.2630 AND WE'LL SEND YOU
A GIFT CERTIFICATE GOOD
FORA TEND ERAY SIRLOIN

Stamps

••••
•716■11

TOP
VALUE
ffs

EXPERT STYLING
$3.50

WE HONOR

111
Congratulations

44.995
133995

SEMI-Hand Made

POR'i ABLE TV - complete with roll-about
stand; 172 sq., in, overall diagonal picture in
sharp black-and-white

LOOK FOR THIS
LABEL WHEN YOU
BUY BEEF

527-3619

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE...
'
GO GO Long Hand Made Wig
85"

take months to pay
on our "Few Pennies
a Day"

4 TO 6 LB. AVG.

Claire

14 No. Main
NO MONEY DOWN
ON DEPENDABLE
G.E. APPLIANCES

Banquet Dinners 1.1 oz. pKG.33c
ALL FLAVORS BIG "K"
Canned Drinks 12 OZ CAN 8C

for

gistration

ora-jer

KING SIZE

Fresh Hens

Tennessee State Set
For New School Year

TEETHING
PAIN?

3 LB. CAN

Vegetable Shortening

Convocation will be held at
)10 a.m. Monday, Sept. 16, ia
the University Auditroium. Re-

freshmen and
Tuesday-Wednesnew students,
The Silver Leaf Charity
day, Sept. 17-18; UpperclassClub is presenting a Tea and
NASHVILLE — With ) work- klti, outlook Is bright, according men will register Thursday—
Evening in Fashions" at the shop, retreat, and planning,ses- to Dr.
William N. Jackson, Saturday, Sept. 19-21; evening
the
Sarah Brown branch of
sions and meetings inv ving dean of faculty, and finance school students, 5:30-7:00 p m.
YWCA on Sunday, Sept. 1, from students, staff, and faculty on director
Arthur W. Danner, Thursday—Friday, Sept. 19-20
4 to 6 p.m. Everyone is invited. its pre-fall quarter schedule, who make
up the Interim Ad- Classes begin at 8:00 a.m. MonMrs. Evelyn Thomas, chair- Tennessee State University will
ministrative Committee.
day, Sept. 23.
man of the tea, says an .extit- 1 be ready for freshmen and new
Dr Torrence will address the
ing and beautiful evening is in students Monday, Sept. 16.
The pre-fall quarter schedule
faculty at its Annual Banquet
'store for alIL- who come It
at the University includes Halls
Carl
Crutchfield,
dean
of
Ad- on Thursday, Sept. 12.
will include a program of tel.'
Workshop, Fri—
missions, anticipates an in- "A new addition to the Stu- of Residence
ented performers.
—Saturday Sept. 6-7; the
crease in the enrollment. He dent Union with dining facili- day,
Women's Advisory Board (stuMrs. Gladys Waller is presi- says the 1968-69 enrollment ties, improved residence hall,dents).planning sessions, Mon.
reach
approximately facilities, a new hall for men,
dent of the club, and Mrs.*Ever- should
—Wednesday. Sept. 9-11; Uni5,000.
lena Coburn reporter.
and the first unit of the fine versity Counselors (students)
With the recent election of arts center nearing completion, Leadership—Retreat, WednesDr. Andrew P. Torrence, an seem certain to make a posi- day—Saturday, Sept. 11-14;
lalumnus, as the third president tive difference in the lives of meeting 'fro new faculty and
of the 56-year old Land-Grant our students this year," says faculty
Thursday,
banquet.
University, and the expansion Dr. J. A. Payne, Jr., dean of1 Sept.. 12; general and school
of academic programs and students.
faculty meetings, Friday, Sept.
facilities continuing to climb, The Freshmen-New Student 13.
Millions of mothers oily
on Baby ORA-JEL liquid.
Put on—pain's gone.
Recommended by many
pediatricians. Easy to
use. Brings prolonged
relief. Carries Good
Housekeeping warranty
INC
seal. Ask pharmacist for

plus Top Ilalluo Stamps
SNOWDRIFT
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BONUS COUPON
r;

OC 'MIRY

5°
Ili 50

Bike
Speedometer

C3"•• 411

FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE SEAMS,

OVEN (11 '

Li
-A;0 PCktr;S.

11110. 7 Ch. JOHNSON FAVOR POLISK,T kl
MN, 41..r 2 phgs. KROGER ZIPS A* Di
100 SNACK
CRACKERS.
SO 111411 L2 Phis. DRINK AID
SO IN*6 pkgs. ZANY ZOO DRINK •115.
off7 2 pkgs. ROYAL VIKING m Jr
So DAMEN PASTRIES.
en Ugh Lir. 0, Urger TEHDE RAY
[11
BONILEIII SEEP ROAST
SO WA S LL Socket GROUND RUE F. EllE 6
50 Wi i1.6. WOUND 040(
[5]
VIA 2 ph,. SRE•KFAST r CENSo TER CUT PORK CHOPS.
RA VHS 2
Pita. ENYEAROIR CASTS,

6-Pack Light Sulbs
Two each:SOW,
Thw.now

c

2s2s2s
2s

Ma Pte.arm 11/VAANAS.

9

Plastic Grips
For This Sale!

El

ju ina
LI. C04.1N TRY cuss
LEGI
SLL.
M 475
"
L
CANNED WAN.

So
2 • 1 IA. Plwa.[RODER
So SA
LUNCNION NE•T
50 VAL Apr 111/AVEE'S SALADS.
so IND NI CHOPPED SIM FAMES ig
So V111•FOR MIRE PIZZA.
So VIA •••I SOAPED,DIEU

Reg. 1.45

way
HI IlkCitation "loped.

Bike Pedals

29g.8

1

Coppertone or White!$
ONE LOW PRICE!
•Fabric condlleodise EilififOSEEPt
•5 WNW Weep ceintenatieesi
•2 agitate, 2 spin seediest

.Assorted colors!

Easy Terms! ko Money Downs •
Alpo During TN* We!Mallcaino mood& corm

UNE•Avow LESIONS sr LIMES

Gss•swcrus 7 White, Copper MAU

MD I MOM UlTWEE.

Elect 56.4C2744.6 WNW COPOOTIPIES•

100 FREE BIKES"

No Trade-In Needed!

MO II Ehr MOM&

te7k:d5388
HURRY! Win tr:Za's or Girl's Elloniitatot BUZZ BIKE!
fro
Away!
*mar
Given
To
dikes
War
Appliancas! loosing.
•
=Tx
.,
Oblioadeat
No
aryl
Nothing To
•.410•morairmranimi
Neydreor At My WIRSSOP71 Auto Were!
•

Free Delivery On All Major
1 I
I

r

••

•;"

• Ve•01711HP'

..4 ••

_op

-.6 v.

0-•

AO'

•
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LU Asks For Two-Year
Program In Nursing
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. —
The curriculum proposal for
the two-year Associate Degree
nursing program at Lincoln
University will be presented to
the Missouri State Board of
Nursing early in the first
semester of the coming school
year, the nursing program director said this week.

Black Pride Ups Sale"
Of Natural Look Wigs

coln University as a center for
nursing education in the central Missouri area. The twoyear associate degree will be
only one aspect of the nursing
program, Mrs. Monroe explained.

Worksipps
and
refresher
courses designed to ea
pie a
critical shortage of nur es in
Although some fine details the State of Missouri
will be
of the proposal are incomplete another aspect of the proposed
at this writing, activities are nursing program at Lincoln
geared toward an early sub- University. "There are
more
mission.
than 4,500 inattive nurses in
Mrs. Helen Monroe, the nurs- the State of Missouri," Mrs.
ing Program director, said the Monroe said: Some, she exprimary objective of the asso- plained, have been away from
ciate degree program will be nursing practice too long to reto "teach the technical func- turn without refresher preparations of nursing and to pro- tion, and others find it unvide the learning experience economical to work.
will
develop
nursing
that
The workshops and refresher
skills."
courses, which will be recomThe associate degree pro- mended as a part of the Unigram is a different concept in versity's nursing program, will
nursing education, she added. be geared toward apprising
It is not a training program; inactive nurses of the changing
it is a process of education. practices and techniques in
It is neither an extension or nursing.
modification of the diploma or In a statement released last
bachelor program."
week, Mrs. Monroe urged proThe initial nursing. program spective.. nursing students not
is scheduled to get underway to put emphasis on the twoat Lincoln in September, 1969 year aspect of the associate
and is expected to accommo- degree program. While it is
date some 30 students.
possible to complete the proMrs. Monroe, a native of gram in two academic years,
Jacksonville, Fla., said her she explained, all course work
nursing program proposal will must be taken in a sequential
also call for establishing Lin- pattern.

Pao 11

MEMPHIAN DECORATED
—U. S. Air Force Technical Sergeadt Richard Donald, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Donald, Sr.,
of 129 Kirk, Memphis, receives his 25th award of the
Air Medal at Nha Trang
Air Base, Vietnam. A flight
engineer, he was decorated
for outstanding airmanship
and courage on successful
missions under hazardous
conditions. He earned the

Distinguished Flying Cross
and 24 Air Medals for action on a prior tour of Vietnam. A former Booker T.
School
High
Washington
student, his wife, Jera !dean, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jerome Benson of
San Antonio. Making the
presentation, at left, is Col.
Henry R. Briarton, commander of the 361st Tactical Electronic Warfare
Squadron.

Negro militancy and its ac- tractive substitute during that
cent on black pride is having period.
major effects on the wig mar- But, the tremendous sale of
ket. One wig manufacturer, the "L'Afrique" has Mr.. DomDavid & David, Inc., the larg- broff puzzled.. He believes that
est hair goods company in the some Negro women who work
United States with a $25 million for white companies wear
annual volume, is selling 2,000 straightened hair at work and
don the "natural" when they
"L'Afrique" wigs a week.
are home in their community.
The "L'Afrique" is a natural
stretch wig which, according The poputarity of the wig has
to the manufacturer, makes its caused David & David to manwearer look like an African ufacture
it in blonde, red and
princess. It is priced at $25. light brown hair shades.
These
are beginning to catch on with
According to Stanley Domb- white teenagers, Mr. Dombroff
roff, president of David & Dav- said. He pointed out that Maid, the wig was designed to fit cy's and Abraham & Strauss
in with the new Negro em- in New York both sold out their,
phasis on "natural" hair.
initial orders with at least 25
per cent of the purchasers beA David & David survey ing white.
indicated that it takes some
months for a Negro woman to
Mr. Dombroff said its a little
grow "natural" hair to a fash- difficult to get a racial message
ionable length. The "L"Afri- from "L'Afrique" sales since
que" wig, said Mr. Dombroff, some Negro women are buying
was designed to offer an at- blonde "L'Afrique" wigs.

Nurse To Be Married
In Friday Nuptials

$1.49'

$7200 PER MONTH

•Yanastor.,

SQ

NEW CARS • DEMOS • EXECUTIVE CARS
DOWN

rVsIt'Ay

H

With Purchase of 2 at Regular Price

i

YOU
GE1

A

For
gest

BUY 1 FOR 49c111"
"
*
"
.1 11.1.1
'Nov
otift 11P—
I

Ballard
BISCUITS

I

8-0Z.
CANS

49,

CORN

„.3

REE

3

RADISHES
With Purchase of 1 Head of

1i-11170CE—
I 29
You Get

.the

9S:A30TiSeiFirili6C:0010%6OA14.1%A.!s•BE,D.
thrifty ...Sh°P \\'tess.•
Store Hours:
9:30 ril 5:30 p rn. Toes , Wird, Fri., span
9 North
Thur's, Nitn til 9:00 p.m. Brookfoot
Streetso
:el.:Lt.:is Open 7:00 AM. Daily orcopt:
M ain
Be

FJ,

DOWN

pLE PIE.

The Sales
People At Our Store
Esjoy Waiting On Lunch
Hour, Or Any Time...
Eat With Us, And Do
Your Shopping All On
"ONE FLOOR"
Cafeteria Open
7:00 AM. Daily
Except Sunday ...

MODEL CLEARANCE
327500
$8500

t

SWEET YELLOW

MECHANICS WANTED

'68
IMPALA 4-DR.

A JANE PARKER

KRESS

Mrs. Bettye Harris of 811 the T e n nessee Psychiatric
Hamilton St. announces the Hospital and Institute.
engagement of her daughter, The prospective bridegroom
Miss Bettye Jo Wilson, to Jo- is a graduate of Father Berseph Reubin Richmond, son of trand High School and a stuGAS & DIESEL
Mr. and Mrs. David Richmond, dent at LeMoyne-Owen College.
Permanent Position. Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid Sr.
He is majoring in sociology.
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for MeMr. R i c hmond is also
chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop. The wedding will take place
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687. on Friday, Aug. 30, at 11 a.m. employed at the Tennessee
at the St. Thomas Catholic Psychiatric Hospital.
CARI. CARSON LEASING CORP.
Church
with Father Patrick
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
After a wedding trip to New
Curtis officiating.
Orleans, the couple will live
Miss Wilson is a nurse at at 331 Glencoe rd.

'68
CAMARO

The Store that cares—about you!

‘
N BFT1r1

after mow moo

.

PER MONTH

}---es#

'68
IMPALA CPE.

'68
MALIBU CPE.

$200"

$1.69"

DOWN

$8000 PER MONTH

$71300 PER MONTH

'68
STATION WAGON

'68
CAPRICE

$400" .

$600"

DOWN

jothin
s
e

DOWN

POar

0 WHITE SEEDLESS

/ GRAPES
lb.

WAi
lER MELON

25-40#
RIPE RED

DOWN

39800 PER MONTH

PER MONTH

19C
68c.

and

$80°°

JUICY
s
‘

alAcH

•0-

via
ma
,
40 Jane Parker No

(7. Sandwich

FridayAug-.30th

Elgin Higgins
new core
367 Union ay*.

OVER

MEMPHIS MEMORIAL STADIUM

to choose

350 font

with

AIR CONDITIONING
Power Glide
Power Steering
White Tires

NE YORK JETS
vs.
CINCINNATI BENGALS
8:00 P.M. FRIDAY
AUGUST 30th

OTHER EQPT.
AVAILABLE

367 UNION
2989 SUMMER

TICOKNETsSALNEOW
STOW MX PRE PR

WM WWI WWI
.o.e.TO 4411

P.14.1110014111.

*AA.» t man.
BOX
BRAT

IMMO
.11IA!S -

See

fttri
Al7
1;7;loots:girt:
Proceeds
Agsure The seg
.

COSS STAR Over.
ell Sports Pre.
green ler MIA.
PHIS and the
Miti•Seetio.

20-oz.
.Save.Saveloaves
i
l_!L
. eeCICI

17`

ii—CHICKEN
. LIVERS

IIs 5
4%

LB. BOX

i
18
•

4enir
swims Do'

423 N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South
2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3561 PARK AVE.
3200 Perkins Rd'. Sega
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Summer Ave.
4780 Summer Ave.

AIMS EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. AUG. 17th

9
6
8
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Spouse Seeks
Divorce From
Jimmy Brown
CLEVELAND .( UPI) —
Former
Cleveland
Browns
football star Jim Brown, now
an actor, was sued for divorce
Tuesday.

Like
fun
and
exeltement?
...you
bet.

Mrs. Sue Brown, Mother of
three, charged gross neglect in
her petition filed by Attorney
Julian Cohen in Common Pleas
Court here.
Mrs. Brown asked custody of
the children, support for them
and alimony for herself, plus
the family home here.
Brown

was reported to be

ia Granada, Spain, making a

movie.
The
Browns, nrarried in
Cleveland in 1859, are the parents of twins, Kim and Kevin,
8, and James Jr., 6.
Cohen said a financial settlement and separation agreement
are being worked out through
Brown's
a t torney, Richard
Covey of Los Angeles.
He said, -everything is being
done in an amicable way.
Brown was arrested earlier
this year in West Hollywood,
Calif., when a model was found
injured outside his room. She
refused to prosecute.
Cohen said Brown was not
seeking custody of the children.

Rose Heads
Triple Bill
.\

LOS ANGELES ---15 (UPI) —
Promoter .George Parnassus
today predicted .a ;120,000 gate
fpr tonight's tripleheacler featuring -world
bantamweight
champion 1.4onel Rose . of
Australia.'
Rose faces Mexico's Jose
Model in a 10-round nontitle
bout at the fbrum in .nearby
Ingig.rood.
Also on the card are 10rounder between bantamweights Chucho Castillo of
Mexico and Evan Armstrong
of Scotland and bantamweights
Ruben Olivares of Mexico and
Bernabe Fernandes of the Philippines.
Parnassus is" staging his
second card at the forum,
which is the home of the
National Basketball Association
Los Angeles Lakers and National Hockey League Los Angeles Kings.

Four teams were entered in
Summer
Basketball
League, and the winners
are seen here after the final game on Aug. 15. Play-

ers and their college teams.
kneeling from left,
are
Carrot Redman. Southern
University; and L.C. Gordon, 0 k
homa State.

Standing, from I e f t, are
King Field and Carl Love,
Lubbock Christian College;
and Lloyd Williams and
Earmon MeSwine, Mississippi Valley State College.

RACING HIGHLY TRRIP
OCTOBER kith

College. Not shown
are
• Charles Powell, Tennessee
A&I State University,, and
James Abernathy of Carver
High School. (Withers Photo)

WEST MEMPHIS
ARKANSAS

LET US. TELL YOU.THE BILL LOEJ STORY
4'S

- . „,
,

RESTAURANTS

LAUNDRIES
tvItiorrim„

SERVICE T OGE THE RN E SS...The friendly atmosphere that characterizes
all Loeb's Ber-B-Q- is carri•d gut to the letter by the service dun consisting of Velma Traylor and Helen Cooper ot Lo•b's 57, located at 1055
Bellevue. Miss Cooper is the manager.

"MR. SERVICE"...Rolsoet Moore, veteran Lo•b's Laundry Cleaner employee is supervisor of dry cleaning, assembly, and check-out department.
He is on•of the company's best-known and most popular service perasonaliti•s.

"THERE IS A DIFFERENCE"
William "Bill" Loeb is a top bracket Memphis and Mid-South Businessman. His laundries, outgrowths of a

arent institution that is one

of the city's oldest firms in its area... and Certainly one of the largest
in the Tri -States... are the best-known and most prosperous in the city.
His restaurants... constituting an increasingly important chain
class quick-meal
READY, WILLING AND ABLE...That is the message being sent out by
$tleasent-looking Marion Hunt, member of the staff of Loeb's Bar-B-0'3,
et 2280 Park.

•

headquarters

of first

food emporiums... are rapidly becoming a Memphis

for good eating. Not too often mentioned, but most impor-

tant, the Loeb enterprises provide lucrative employment for hundreds of
black and white Memphians; who find their work satisfactory and “boss
understanding". Negroes working for Bill Loeb hive** important inmei
.
tentive for opportunity and promotion to
ogertal and supervisory
, .
positions, as rewards for efficiency and reliabi,My. At a time of increas-

1

HIGH PRAISE...Williarn "Bill" Loeb, president of the various Loeb fawntwpris•s, main office at 282 Madison, commends Miss Mary L ToIss, on
the fine job she has been performing in the clerical deportment of the
main headquorters of Loeb's Laundry.

ing emphasis on job opportunities for Memphe .,,regardless of race,

ix

creed, or color, Bill Loeb has long since sec a ace and remains in the
forefront of those meeting this trend. That gives the formally-trained
Memphis business leader, Bill Loeb the right to the observation that

114
SERVICE UNDERSTANDING...l.o.b's Bar-B-0 III, 870 Thomas Street,
is the place for eating enjoyment, occording to this happy •Npressions of
Ricky Rhodes, (right), manager, and Ruby Webb, who combine farces to
see that the right atmosphere is always sustained.

14.4 Oa ••• 11

....M.1.01110.414111.00-.0
1
4111,.110

JAM 0..40.••••.....

ARV

44 4, iivip

• ..

"there is a difference."

•

DPENDAILITY...Thee is the word used te.desetilme the Loeb Laundry
delivery service a,s handled by such route-men as Mace Epps of 453
Jacklyn St., who is one of the firm's most efficient end rel iable routimah.

•

C. '
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UT Sponsors Program
For Science Teachers

search on various diseases to "
111 .
"
1".1"
eis
Isoarseaossov
,
sex education.
.
TratarfP0941e4
Topics will include current woofwe
research in emphysema,
led1,41001081110
by Dr. Leslie Reynolds: discovery and characterization of l
The University of Tennessee
starting with registration
at hemoglobin Memphis, by Dr
Medical Units is again spon- 8 a.m, and continuing
through Lorraine Kraus: physics in
the
in-service
an
soring
morning.
program
nursing, by
Miss Christine
for Shelby County science Chancellor
Homer F. Marsh Neyman; medical illustration
teachers, with emphasis this will
welcome the group. Dr. and photography, by Mr. Fred
year on the role of the high Shailer
F. Peterson, dean of Rawlinson anti Mr. Iry Jaynes;
school science teacher in pre- the
College of Dentistry at the current research in medicinal
paring students for professional Medical
Dr. Ronald
Units, will deliver the chemistry, by
careers.
Quintana; laboratory animals
keynote speech, prior to
pre- and
This year's program, the sentation of seminar
vivaria, by Mr. Bruce
discus- Hutt;
third in a series, is scheduled sions.
health projects and methodology, by Dr. William Philfor August 21 at the Medical Medical
Units faculty will lips; and
Units' Pharmacy Auditorium, lead
medical techonology,
seminars ranging from re- by
Miss Beulah Ashbrook.

Page 1$

SURE CURE FOR
_

'GB 110111E CHARGER

—SAY'S—

FULLY FACTORY EQUIPPED INCLUDING
WM WAIL TIRES 225 CU. INCH ENGINE
IADIO HEATER AND WHEELCOVERS

ONLY
..COLONEL!. . -Kari V. e
Moore, of Nashville, presently a staff training adBreckenministrator
at
ridge Job Corps Center in
Morganfield, Ky., has been

Back. To School
"Know It And You Won't Ow•
It"

Music School
Opens Satuiday

Radio 1070
Studying Helps You "Get To It"

Mrs. Lucille Rhine Woods,
a former music instructor in
the Memphis City School System, will open a music school
ha the • Christ Baptist Church
Building at 494 S. Parkway
East.
Mrs. Woods will offer--courses in piano, orgfn and.-theorY,
and rudiments of music.
Registri3tion for classes will
be held on Saturday, Aug. 31,
from 9:30 to 12. Further information may be obtained by
calling the church at 948-9786,
or her home, 946-7685.
Rev. Eddie Currie is pastor
of Christ Baptist Church.

Faster!
WDIA

Soul Power

A

Soul Power

commissioned a "Kentucky
Colonel" by the Hop. Louie
B. Mum, Governor of the
commonwealth lof Kentucy. Mr. Moore, io graduate
Tennessee State' Univer. .
lily, went to the Job Corps

$30000
DOWN
OSCAR OF
'QUAL VAL1/4

k

'CHUCK HUTTON
•
4$ ilAIS NUN Diu

1170 UNION AVL

in 1966. The coloneicy was
awarded in recognition of
the 'outstanding contributions he is making .in the
Poverty Programs. He is
doing ,,graduate study this
summer at TSU.
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Be For Real; Have A Warm Heart

MEMPHIS'. LARCEST FOOD SORES.
EAST 5014 POPLAR At Mendennull.;

Introducing
CI4 ply lir,
ata2ply price.

3

. MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
D MONTESI

QUID DETERGENT

1

Carton of 6

.4 .
tqe1 limit

2 limit

PEACHES
Yellow Cling
Halves ot slices

25

FRUIT
DRINKS

„t.2
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I/

MINI-PAK

"nit. Heaves Store 016"

for

ST,. DEGES

29

FRED MONTESI

DC

VEG. OLEO
Yellow

barters

LB1

BRUCE FANCY

SJAR AIST

YAMS

kilt meat cloak style

16 oz

COvelt12
1.
17f
00D

TUNA -'

9

5

31

-! 4

GOLD DOLLAR

VINEGAR
White

12 or

TOMATO SAUCE

9c

far

.5 limit
lez Cs.

I

tor

FRED MONIES!

1.. I.

10031 SOWS

THE NEW AlfLAS MILE-PAK• la a fourply (not "tvro-ply, four-ply rated") tire It
features modem wrap-around tread design ix better control on high speed ex
pr011iways. and seven-row continuous

Ilnintal: Front Nod
Allipusiont

-4

- IN

Of

.4+

v221

FRED

MONT SI

'az ani your aka hes.

tread tar cr smooth

quiet rid* An etcellent vatue at regulcrr prices. a great deal
during this Introductory Sale!
Credit: Use your Es-so Credit Ccaxl or
.
. Or discover how easiBank A mericard
ly other terms can be arranged.
Free ... lust "talk tires" 'with us during
this sale, and well ghee you a Scotsman's Party Cap.

Atlas Milo-Pak tubsessa Oros coin...L.
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ATHAN'S

Hurry!Sale ends August 31

LOAN
i•

4157 HteheraY
51 South at
Pains. Road
Phone 398-8121
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4517 Summer
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WITH COUPON

595
am full firs mileage
and drivtho comfort. w
let us us. ow .1.ctonic equipment to set your wheels
to exact "factory" specifications
(Thromok M

DOMINO
GODEBAUX
SUGAR

SUGAR

All sizes

net •

.1141.
67 N••••ii SW.0.1e..

2 limit

$12.99
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1990 South
Third at Sell
Phone 948-0419
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BARGAINS IN UNRECEEkite PLUGS!
SUITS • O'COATS • SNOT MS • LOOMS
AND MUSICA1

muumuus.

flONEV [MANED
ON Al•L ARTICLES OF YALU!

17114 17$ BIAS STRUT SA

MO AMIMI•0•10........

EPSTEINIII 1001
"
4 114.1
Brill $T
WONEV TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE,
NO LOAN TOd [ARCS
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
11nrodopme4 nodes 0.&oh
ALL LOA",CONFIDENTIAL IA 6445*
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as 3,000 bushels oeigreen
on four acresk 54 tons
Pe
Littld by littIs ,.atbe
of cabbage on a similar acr4age
improved. Now they ? ct the 1,100 bushels of soybeans oà 13 ,.
highest peptic./ yield in Gibson acres, .and 50 bales of cotton
County, and measure up quite cal 25 acres.
well in the production of 1St They round out their hn-farn?
matoes, cabbage„, corn, sotbetins, and cotton, says B. T. cash enterprises with 20,11
Reed, Chairman oi their Agri- ford eows grazing in imProe.
cultural Stabill,zation and Con- or .permanent pastnres. T
sertetion (ASC) county com- bring calves for market
,
mittee.
}laying increased the size of In addition to their farm 411their lard to 115 acres, the come, the family earns extra
Lipscombs now have morel
work
than 80 acres in crops.' With the trione,y doing nonfarm
_ _

it&

per Growe
Esaw Lipscomb of Humboldt, years in town doing odd jobs the mortgage.
Tenn., who bought a run- before they could find a piece However, with help fr
down, eroded farm nobody else of land they could afford to by.r.'
the Agricultural Conserve
wanted 17 years ago, now gets It was a 48-acre plot that was
Program (ACP), the Lipsco
the highest green pepper yield
terraces to halt eros
o_
f
rundown,
and
built
poor,
so
is
county.
He
his
in
an
wanted planted vetch and tur
around top farmer as a result gullies that nobody else
banker expressed con- under to enrich the soil, s
of careful planning, hard work, it. Their
siderable
doubt that they would cover crops and perm
and the adoption of sound soil
grow enough of pastures to protect the s
and water conservation prac- ever be able to
land to pay off and provide grazing for
the
anything
on
tices on his farm.
Crop returns from the improved farm have enabled Mr.
and Mrs. Lipscomb to move
out of an old shack they found
on the place into an attracthree-bedroom
tive, modern
brick ranch—style home they
built mostly with their own
hands
When the couple married in
1936, after a childhood courtship as schoolmates, they
faced 9 years of sharecropping,
five of tenant farming, and two

years, is seen here serving
after dinner champaiga to
her parents during a flight
from St. Louis to Los
Angeles last year.

—
HOSTESS
AIRLINE
Miss Maggie Gibbs, an sense iostructor for mew hostesses for Trans-World Airtime, was is Memphis for a
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Florence Chrysler, 2.74-4978;
=aim Won
Mrs. Katie Sexton. 274-3408;
see
Mrs. Willie Walton, 274-4757;.,
and Noah Bond, 275-9421.
MOW WAN/TM ellilLUJI
South Memphis membership
chairmen are Mrs. Bardeaa 3 Rea asseselei Wiles 111th cat 411
P with our ton mob W buoincic
Taylor, 946-5089; Dr. John Joebeers Se1
Inewlea.
daa, 274-2400: Mrs. Josephine Three
$35 per week oft•
epeatag.
, c
Lop.
Tittrell, 947-3031; and Rev. W. Writ.
The Kennedy Democrat Or projects and programs dealing' Beck. 275-1131.
tans W. ndmia
atemeado eatele
well-wishers- with the uplift of hum anitY.
gatuzation
and
The argantzatsou ii praseut.i Headquarters for the Kennedy Democrat Organization are
engaged is
Membership at 1252 Jackson at, 2711.41118;
and the North Mem, Morris Barbership, 1239 Ever,
cratic National Cooventwe na
phis chairmen and their tele- green, and the Greater Hyde
Chicago
phone numbers are Mrs Al Park Baptist Church at the
or ma MOMS, 7766741., Mrs earner of M15sIppi blvd., aid
in Vera Mekno, 274-6774, Mrs paitin st

Walter Hicks Buri;
Was River Boat -Chef
Wafter Lee HwIlls, Se,
Memphis. popular chef an
Deka Queen, (hod Aug
a beard the Met steamer
Clocinami

ss4
the
17
at

i Mr Hicks who had be.,
chef on the steamer for seven
'ears, Med of a heart attack
He made his home is Minn
Otto unth los wth. Mrs Louise
Hicks, at tetr Besiord
raeoral mimosa he Mr.
Ilk*. were lad Walley latfted,

life He was an Army cook
at fort Swift in Tea ,
15 rears for the A
Wow
rineers and for the Air Twee
eve years before rIlmbeig
a bard the fa bulous Delta
gyres
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Aug
troth Oak Grave Bap
tut Chattel: 1111 Josbert, with
Southern lisearal bosh., -ha
charge of arraggennalins 1104
al was Is Nate:rat Cemetery.

mr Hicks speciahaed
de.
time Southern cooking and bed
woo the admiratioo
thew
sands of riverboat us vssierg.
He bad been featured in sew
officiating -.at the rites was. ars
' Illa gar"
)
" and nes'PI
.
'
the pager of the r butt.h the!.."
Rev James Z Clart
The veteran chef Iv as Is
The 4,014144 was the heilpiill•rfo of the Delta guars'.
tither ef &ohm's Lee .iollesee threes sad dialog moan staff
1.0samor1llip Li
and prepared three totals in
Mr hhcka had we the tell day Inz about He era Mire**
abere Amt. moo of his Ault and moes, than me passengers
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